
 

8.0 Business land capacity methodology 
This section of the report only addresses business land capacity, assessed against a limited number of 
land capacity categories, reported as ‘land area’, and is related to the relative presence or absence of 
existing buildings. 

The business redevelopment component (refer section 9.0: Business redevelopment (floor space) 
capacity methodology), calculates capacity for development on that land, and looks at other measures 
including floor space, and potential accommodation of residential dwellings and employees on 
buildings that may exist on business land (i.e. what do the rules enable to happen on business land?).  

The business land capacity component of the study seeks to identify parcels of land that have a 
proposed zoned for business use and are either wholly vacant or have a 'statistically significant' or 
noteworthy portion of land onsite that is not covered by buildings ('vacant potential') and report the 
results as land in hectares. 

The PAUP business zones that were surveyed are listed in Appendix J: Proposed Auckland Unitary 
Plan business zones (CfGS zones) and assumptions and Appendix L: Proposed Auckland Unitary 
Plan special zones (CfGS zones) and assumption.   

Note parcels with a PAUP base zone that fell within special areas that was determined to be primarily 
'business' have been included in this business land modelling portion of this study, (i.e. special area 
business parcels are assessed as being vacant or vacant potential) but have not been included in the 
business redevelopment (floor space) portion of the study. 

8.1 Global business land capacity assumptions 
This section details assumptions that apply to all parcels that were assessed as part of the business 
modelling.  Table 18 below identifies additional assumptions in relation to minimum building footprint 
and parcel area parameters. 

Table 18: Business total land capacity assumptions 

Assumption 
name 

Assumption 
Value Description 

Components 
where assumption 
used 

Minimum valid 
parcel size 100 m² 

There are many small parcels across the region; these 
can include the likes of small parcels adjoining larger 
ones, vehicle access ways, pedestrian accesses etc.  
Such parcels are considered too small to realise any 
form of capacity as such parcels that are smaller than 
100 m2 were excluded from the modelling process.  
Note: Additional spatial testing for removing slivers is 
also undertaken. 

Vacant land 
Vacant potential 
land 

Minimum valid 
building footprint 
area 

50 m² 

Buildings that are small, and therefore easily moved or 
removed should not be considered as a constraint to 
realising capacity; as such buildings that had a foot 
print that were smaller than 50 m2 were excluded from 
the modelling process. 
Note: Where building footprints cross parcel 
boundaries, they are clipped to the underlying parcel - 
small portions of large buildings that lay across parcel 
boundaries may therefore be removed from 
assessment. 

Vacant land 
Vacant potential 
land 
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8.2 Total business land 
This portion of the study calculates the area of all business zoned parcels in Auckland, as defined by 
the Business LUT: Appendix J: Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan business zones (CfGS zones) and 
assumptions and Appendix L: Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan special zones (CfGS zones) and 
assumption.   

These calculations are undertaken mainly to allow us to determine the proportion of business land that 
is either vacant or has vacant potential, but is also used to show change in the area of business zoned 
land over time.  The assessment is undertaken on every business parcel regardless of its location and 
current use31. 

8.2.1 Calculating total business land 
Total business land is simply a sum of the calculated land areas of valid business zoned parcels. The 
outputs from the business land total calculations are used as an input for all subsequent business 
capacity calculations of the study.  The process by which the total business land is calculated is 
illustrated in Figure 29.   

Figure 29: Diagram of total business land calculation 

 

 

A detailed diagram of each of the spatial modelling and yield calculation processes (undertaken in our 
modelling software, FME) can be found in Appendix H: FME workbench schematics. 

Results for total business land can be found in the Capacity for Growth Study 2013 (Proposed 
Auckland Unitary Plan): Results technical report. 

31 Note that only parcels that are equal to or above the minimum parcel size assumption parameter are assessed. Land Use is 
not the same as PAUP zoning. 
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8.2.2 A note on building footprints 
The use of digitised building footprints allows us to determine quickly and relatively accurately how 
much of a parcel is covered by buildings. The age of the building footprints dataset is older 
(2010/2011) compared to other available data (most being as at 2013).  As such we note there are 
likely to be errors where buildings have been constructed since the footprints were captured 
(2010/2011 to 2013).  Somewhat fortuitously this period coincides with a record slowdown in non-
residential (and residential) construction, and errors are minimised at a regional scale, but may be 
significant at more local scales. Further analysis (using building consents data, rating improvements 
etc.) post reporting can be used to refine this issue but is not part of the scope of this study. 

Because of the heavy reliance on building footprint layers as the key determinant of business land 
having vacant or vacant potential land, the quality of this input dataset is a key driver of the quality of 
the outputs. Indeed this principle applies to all spatial and non-spatial data used in the study; as the 
building footprints are essential to the business land capacity assessments, a particular mention is 
required, so that users are aware of these issues and can account for them if required. 

The 2008 building footprints layer was updated by the GIS department as the study was getting 
underway, however the layer was updated from 2010 aerial ortho-photography (the latest available full 
regional ortho-photography coverage), and only on those photographic ‘tiles’ where buildings had been 
digitised in the 2008 version. RIMU undertook further work from the lower resolution rural ortho-photo 
series to update rural towns (building footprints are also used in residential infill modelling, but dwelling 
count information can correct for many inaccuracies in that process).  The building footprint creation 
process is manual, and building footprints are digitised from these aerial photos, as a very labour 
intensive and subjective analysis process.  

Subsequent to completion of the study we have noted many examples where the building footprints 
were not updated correctly (i.e. buildings visible on the 2010 aerials not captured).  Additionally, while 
the period since 2010 has been one of unusually low building activity, significant commercial building 
activity has occurred in some locations (such as Highbrook Industrial Estate in East Tamaki), and there 
is a surprising amount of minor extensions and alterations across the region. 

Accordingly, the results of the business land component are reduced in accuracy, and a programme is 
underway to identify additional data sources that can be used in the absence of regularly updated 
building footprints to improve this approach.  Users may also consider the application of these 
approaches necessary prior to use of the output data: 

These data sources may include 

 Use of building consent data to remove parcels subsequently consented for buildings 

 Consideration of improvement value and improvement descriptions (both from the District 
Valuation Roll) to remove parcels with non-building improvements of significant value, or 
building like improvements missed by the building footprint coverage  

 Ground truthing 

All of these options are also labour intensive and require a level of subjective analysis and manual 
intervention. 

The updating of aerial ortho-photography to the high standard expected is a remarkably expensive 
exercise (some $15 million for a single year (multiple clear day flights required), high resolution, 
accurately rectified coverage covering the entire Auckland region) and is expected to be updated less 
regularly than previously experienced due to budgetary constraints. Future technological advances 
may reduce this cost, but not reduce the time frame expected till the next update in any case. 

Conversion of this updated ortho-photography into building footprints, also to the high standard 
expected and required is very time consuming and expensive, and will lag somewhat behind the 
capture and rectification of the imagery it is digitised from. 

However the methodology allows the outputs to be easily updatable, should an updated footprints 
dataset become available. 
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8.3 Business vacant land 
Business vacant land capacity is the measure of the area (in hectares) of business zoned land that is 
on parcels that are wholly vacant (i.e. there are no buildings located on the parcel). Business vacant 
land is measured to give an indication of how much land is available across the region which is already 
zoned for business uses and could be used for such purposes readily under zoning provisions.  

The data for indicating the presence of 'building(s)' is sourced from several datasets and cross 
checked amongst them. 

Table 19: Business vacant land capacity assumptions 

Created variable Note Source 

_area_building_footprint_calculated Digitised from 2010/2011 aerial photos. Building footprints 
layer (SDE) 

_count_buildings 
Created from building footprints layer, being a 
count of building footprint polygons on the 
parcel with an area greater than 50 m² 

Capacity for Growth 
Study 

_count_dwellings 

Purchased August 2013, represents June 
2013, received at rates assessment geography. 
Not all buildings are dwellings, but all dwellings 
are buildings. 

Property IQ and 
Auckland Council 

 

While the Capacity for Growth Study is clear as to what parcels it classifies as ‘vacant’ business land, 
there have been occasions where debate has arisen as whether this land is available of development 
or not.  The following part of this report outlines examples of parcels that we would consider vacant, 
while others may not.  This has been included to provide clarity to users of the study. 

There are two distinct types of vacant business parcels, the first being a business zoned parcel that is 
an empty lot (example shown below in Figure 30) and the second being a business parcel that while it 
has no buildings located on it is currently used for other purposes.  These different types are noted 
below, but are not distinguished in the study itself - this information is only discernable in aerial 
photography and/or manual assessment. 
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Figure 30: Example of business land vacant parcel - unused lot 

 

 

Other purposes can include the likes of car parking, storage areas etc.  An example of two other uses 
for otherwise vacant business parcels can be seen in Figure 31.  Despite not being truly unoccupied, 
these parcels are counted as vacant as we assume the fact that because they do not have any 
permanent/significant building structure located on them they could be easily utilised for other business 
uses should the need or the desire of the owner arise. In addition, these sites are not distinguishable 
automatically though data, only by manual assessment.  In effect these uses can be considered 
'holding' uses, temporary activities representing limited improvements or capital outlay, to bring in rent 
or ease maintenance, and are easily (in most cases) displaced by further buildings if required. 
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Figure 31: Example of business land vacant parcels – ancillary business and other uses 

 

 

Below Figure 32 displays an example where a vacant parcel that was occupied for another use, had 
been converted to one that is now occupied by a building/structure.  The parcel was used for outdoor 
storage at the time of the 2006 Capacity for Growth Study, but since has been built upon, and a 
similarly utilised site adjacent is also being used much more intensively in the later image.  This latter 
type of use is very difficult to account for in regional scale analysis as it triggers no process for data 
capture (i.e. no permit, resource or building consent, or improvements are changed) and are typically 
transient or temporary in nature. 

These uses are also valid business activities, but fall somewhat outside of the building centric 
approach to capacity for development utilised in this study. 
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Figure 32: Example of a vacant business parcel (used but with no buildings/structures) in 2006 
and no longer vacant in 2010. 

 

 

8.3.1 Calculating vacant business land capacity 
Vacant business land is measured through a modelling process, which is shown in Figure 33 below.  
Business vacant land capacity yield is reported by area (in hectares), which is calculated as part of the 
modelling process. 
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Figure 33: Diagram of business vacant land capacity calculation 

 

 

Vacant land is assessed as those business zoned parcels where: 

 (𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 0) AND  (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 0) AND (𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =  0) 

This test includes a cross check using dwelling count information (from 2013 PropertyIQ data) as a 
second test to see if a parcel is vacant.  This is used to ensure where the building footprints capture 
has been incomplete that more recent development is captured (recent updates digitised from 2010-
2011 aerial photography). The reason only dwelling data is used is that we don’t have any additional 
information of a similar nature for business buildings. 

Results for vacant business land can be found in the Capacity for Growth Study 2013 (Proposed 
Auckland Unitary Plan): Results technical report. 

8.4 Business vacant potential land 
8.4.1 What is business vacant potential land and why is it measured? 

Vacant potential business land is the measure of land capacity on occupied business zoned parcels 
that already have a building or permanent structure on them (as indicated by the building footprints 
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layer; they have been identified as having potential for further building development. It can be 
considered in a similar way to residential Infill, but is not necessarily preceded by subdivision. 

The vacant potential land that is reported, is land that has an unusually large ‘vacant area’ or ‘percent 
vacant area’, when compared to other parcels of similar generalised zoning within a similar location. 

The measuring of vacant potential business land is undertaken as almost all occupied business 
parcels across the region have portions that have no building(s) on them; with at least some of that 
land having the potential to be used for another purpose. Other purposes could include further building 
development (extensions for the  existing business, or space for ‘new’ business) without impacting on 
the operation of the existing business, or, if the owner desires, sold on to another business to develop 
and occupy.  This ‘for sale or not’ distinction is important to note, as compared to residential 
development where it is implicitly assumed additional dwellings will be on a separate title for a new 
owner, vacant potential business land is just as likely to be utilised by the existing owner or business to 
expand onto as it is to be sold. 

That is the measurement of vacant potential land is not a measure of 'land currently for sale to third 
parties', though some of it is certainly that, but 'land available for expansion of business activities' 
whether that is for an unrelated third party post-sale, or future expansion of the existing business 
without sale, or indeed redevelopment and/or 'sleeving' of an existing business activity. It is all land, 
land that is potentially vacant and ‘potentially useable for additional business activity’, which is 
considered in this study as potential for additional floor space, which requires additional building(s). 

The same variables and data is used to determine the primary classification - all parcels that are not 
vacant are fed into the vacant potential candidate tests, where the post processing statistical analysis 
determines whether a non-vacant parcel is reported as having land area worthy of being noted as 
vacant potential land. 

Vacant potential land candidates are those business zoned parcels that are not vacant, and are where: 

𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 OR 𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 OR 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ≠  0 

Further statistical  analysis is undertaken to report only parcels with a ‘noteworthy’ portion of vacant 
potential is undertaken  This is done by using the area of the parcel area net of any building footprints, 
or the percent parcel area net of any building footprints, based on comparison with sites of similar 
generalised zoning within a similar geographic area. This approach enables vacant potential parcels in 
one location to have different ‘trigger’ vacant areas or percent vacant areas to those in another location 
or generalised zoning type. This means the approach is able to reflect relative geographic scarcity 
(and arguably likelihood of use) within land use types that have similar future uses. 

In order to measure vacant potential on business land we split candidate parcels into two different 
typologies: ‘commercial’ and ‘industrial’.  These typology categories are based on a classification of the 
zoning types in the PAUP solely for vacant potential assessment. A full list of the business zones and 
their respective typology (under assessment type) can be found in Appendix J: Proposed Auckland 
Unitary Plan business zones (CfGS zones) and assumptions.  Differentiation of these two business 
land use types was required as the way the typical business locate and use land in these zone 
classifications is very different. Creating two different populations (further split into geographic areas) 
allows the statistical methodology to find parcels, particularly in the commercial group, that are 
noteworthy in their respective populations.  If the groups were not split into typologies, it would be rare 
that commercial parcels would feature as noteworthy due to their (on average) smaller site are and 
greater building coverage within a population dominated by large industrial sites with low coverage. 
Equally, the presence of commercial in the industrial population will skew the population and therefore 
the standard deviation of that population.  Splitting the two types of land in this way allows us to 
account for this difference, which includes for example  

 Commercial tends to be more land intensive, often building upwards, with significant site 
coverage and the parcels also tend to be smaller; industrial tends to be land extensive with 
larger, generally single level buildings, covering a smaller proportion of the site, generally 
requiring larger parcels of land.  
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 Industrial use has a significant need of 'non-building' use of land around buildings as 
storage, turning areas for trucks, etc.32.  

 Geographic splitting within those groups (in this study by local board group, the previous 
study by territorial authority area) also allows for some spatial differentiation accounting for 
more or less intensive use and spatial efficiency due to land values, typical land uses and 
demand – parcels that are ‘noteworthy’ in the isthmus’ for example, will probably have quite 
different characteristics to those considered noteworthy in the main industrial areas of South 
Auckland, where sites similar to the reported isthmus ones do not make the southern area 
vacant potential cut. 

Figure 34 below illustrates how two example parcels, one from each business zone type and exhibiting 
vacant potential, are currently used.  Because of the differing nature the demarcation was made so 
that these types could be analysed using the same modelling method – but using different 
assumptions to reflect varying uses.  Each of the example sites below has a significant but similar 
proportion of site area not covered by buildings; however the proportion of the site considered 
'potentially vacant' is different.  On the industrial site a larger proportion is set aside for curtilage 
(outdoor storage yards, truck manoeuvring, etc.) than the commercial site, where only a small 
proportion is set aside for landscaping and access (parking (if any) can be internalised to future 
buildings).  

These assumptions are made globally for each type, rather than individually on a per parcel basis or 
explicitly, and is incorporated into the standard deviation statistical method approach. 

Figure 34: Example of business parcels with vacant potential capacity - industrial and 
commercial 

 

 

32 Large format retail (LFR) also demonstrates industrial style parcel use characteristics but is a 'commercial' use (though can be 
located in non-commercial zones), but this is balanced by areas of relatively intensive industrial use, and locations which include 
commercial supporting business as well as ancillary offices. 
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The PAUP with a new regionally consistent zoning pattern makes classification simpler and less 
subjective than the previous studies, as industrial land uses are directed into two main industrial zones 
(Light and Heavy Industrial). We recommend the PAUP spatial zone classification (and geographic 
splitting) also be used retrospectively when making land comparisons between studies (e.g. industrial 
land vacancy over time), but care will need to be taken as the extent of business zoning will vary 
between plans as well as its classification. Some further work is required to create comparable data 
sets based on these suggestions (for business land take up analysis for example), noting also the 
issues prevalent in both studies due to building footprint limitations. 

Note that while the net area vacant and net area vacant percent results values used to identify parcels 
and is summed as a whole, consideration of the actual parcel area available for industrial development 
in particular is likely to be somewhat less than this value due to the requirement in most industrial type 
developments to have an area almost as large as the building footprint for storage, truck movements 
and so on. The exact proportion to remove to allow for this (the ‘n’ value in the following equation: 

available area =  site area – (𝐧 x building footpint area) 

This will vary between generalised locations and from site to site so have not been applied. However 
users of the vacant potential business land figures should note this issue (vacant potential realisable 
land area is less than vacant potential land area) along with the other ‘realiseability’ issues that the 
vacant potential land measure already inherits. 

The process is intended as a generalised mechanism to find parcels with potentially developable land 
areas 'of note', not an industry sensitive location model, hence the relatively coarse groupings. More 
categories could be developed which would change the population structure within each groups and 
therefore the reported parcels sub-set, as would grouping parcels into different geographies - this latter 
issue is a key explanatory reason for a large proportion of variation in reported vacant potential 
business land between the 2012 study (territorial authority based business land groups) (Fredrickson 
and Balderston, 2013b) and this iteration (PAUP) of the study (local board based business land 
groups). 

8.4.2 Calculating business land vacant potential capacity 
The method employed to determine vacant potential capacity in the same that was used as part of the 
2012 study. Differences are related to the zoning rules applying, the spatial extent of generic business 
zoning, business areas extents and number, business zone typology classification and geographic 
population splits (territorial authority versus local board groups) 

Business vacant potential yield is modelled, as illustrated in Figure 35 below. 
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Figure 35: Diagram of business vacant potential capacity calculation  

 

 

During the pilot study undertaken prior to the 2012 study it was determined that a filter of some sort 
was required so that only those parcels that had a vacant potential area or percent vacant area that 
was unusually large were returned (this was previously done manually as part of the user input 
process), and that only parcels with 'noteworthy' portions of vacant land be reported (given that close 
to 100 per cent of parcels have at least some small area of the parcel that is not covered by a building 
footprint). This was considered to be a proxy for ‘realistically available’ given that other parcels in the 
area and type were used in more intensive fashion, these outlying parcels could be considered 
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unusually underutilised, and would therefore be more likely to be used more efficiently (or revert to the 
mean) in the future. 

The process that was developed to filter non-vacant parcels for inclusion in the results as reported 
vacant potential is described below. Effectively the process is now automated, with parcels selected 
from the input population based on their relative vacant percentage area and site area in combination.  
The process undertaken to calculate this is as follows: 

1. Net parcel area calculated for each business parcel (in square meters or hectares): 

_𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = (𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 − 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) 

2. Percent parcel area vacant calculated for each business parcel (as a percentage of parcel 
area) 

_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 = �
_𝑛𝑒𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 

_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠_𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
� × 100 

3. Sampling sets are created via categorisation of the regions non-vacant parcels into: 

 Commercial and industrial typologies, (based on parcel zoning) and then 

 Local board group (based on parcels physical location).  

4. Each parcel is then within one of seven geographic local board groups (refer Appendix Q: 
Local board groups), within which there is a predetermined zone based typology of either 
commercial or industrial (refer Appendix J: Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan business 
zones (CfGS zones) and assumptions), and is tested relative to those other parcels in the 
same groupings (which number at most 14) rather than the entire regional population.  

5. Geographic classification provides a useful 'locally important context' factor into the 
analysis, which in combination with the standard deviation (SD) criteria (being a function of 
the population of sites fed into the analysis) means the method will capture parcels of 
different per cent vacant and area vacant depending on their relative size and vacancy 
within the population. Issues such as a 'modifiable area unit problem' (results are a function 
of the area chosen) could arise, but as the local board groupings closely relate to the 
former territorial authorities and represent relatively functional planning and land market 
units we feel this is of minimal concern, though readers should be aware that alternate 
selections of different populations will produce different results using this approach. (The 
SD being entirely a function of the population fed into the analysis). 

6. Within those groupings, create a selection of parcels that are considered to have a 
'noteworthy' portion on which there is no building cover, within each sample population 
set33.  This is the ‘vacant potential candidate feature filter’ box outlined above. This 
noteworthy selection is based on the calculated SD of the net vacant potential area and net 
vacant potential area percent values, using criteria as illustrated in Figure 36 below.  

33 The sample set for filtering for this study is based on Local Board groupings. The 2012 study used legacy council areas. 
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Figure 36: Example of criteria for selection set of vacant potential land parcels yield analysis 

 
 

7. Using these SD values a selection is made to capture the green section or 'upper and to 
the right' area of the scatter plot, being a 'good' range of smaller sites with larger vacant 
proportions, and progressively larger sites with smaller proportions, using the tests outlined 
in section 8.4.2.1 (Vacant potential candidate feature filter tests). 

8. The SD multiplier values used in the analysis were arrived at via a process of trial and error 
and manual visual assessment of outputs of the query against aerials of sample business 
areas of both industrial and commercial types until the outputs of the query captured those 
parcels which we felt ‘should’ be captured while not capturing those that would not be 
obviously 'further developable'. This approach was initially developed as part of the 2012 
study, and remains fit for purpose in our view. 

9. Use of SD in this manner is not strictly statistical good practice, but the process very 
crudely correlates with the application of an (as yet undefined) equation or S-curve to 
achieve the same result, but with the benefit of being population sensitive (the 'curve' or 
equation adjusts to suit the inputs), and the outputs are a good fit to what we would expect 
to see (based on the input data the model receives). Essentially the process selects 
parcels that are ‘outside the norm’ for the input population. 

10. Finally, create output parcels data set to sum net parcel area yield of parcels in vacant 
potential land selection set  

 

A detailed diagram of each of the spatial modelling and yield calculation processes (undertaken in our 
modelling software, FME) can be found in Appendix H: FME workbench schematics. 

Results for vacant potential business land can be found in the Capacity for Growth Study 2013 
(Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan): Results technical report. 

8.4.2.1 Vacant potential candidate feature filter tests 
This section outlines the detailed parameters used to create and test for the ‘noteworthy’ portion of net 
vacant area per parcel based on the sites relative position within other sites of the same typology and 
geographic grouping. 
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Two values are tested for in combination; 1) net parcel area vacant percent (what proportion of the site 
area does not have building footprints), and 2) net parcel area.  The tests used to undertake this 
assessment are listed in Table 20. 

Table 20: Vacant potential candidate feature filter tests 

Test # Parcel attribute value Operator Test 

1 _net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent  > 0.5 × SD of 
_net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent  

2 _net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent  > 100 - SD of 
_net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent 

3 _area_parcel_multipart_calculated > 2.0 × SD of _area_parcel_multipart_calculated 

4 _net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent  > 100 - (2.0 * SD of 
_net_parcel_area_site_vacant_percent) 

5 _area_parcel_multipart_calculated > 4.0 × SD of _area_parcel_multipart_calculated 

 

Based on the results of the tests above, a final composite test is undertaken such that a parcel with 
possible vacant potential must return a true value for test one and either test two or three and either 
test four or test five – if a possible vacant potential parcel parcels this test it is output into the final 
dataset: 

(𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑓 (1 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝐴𝑁𝐷 (2 𝑜𝑟 3 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒)𝐴𝑁𝐷 (3 𝑜𝑟 4 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒)) 

These tests create the white (false) and green (true) areas illustrated in Figure 35 above – these 
calculations and outputs are not created individually for each input local board group and typology.  
Parameters highlighted bold text in Table 20 can be varied to create different reported populations.  

Variations in the input geography or assessment type will also automatically produce different standard 
deviations and therefore different output results. 
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9.0 Business redevelopment (floor space) 
capacity methodology 

9.1 Background to business redevelopment (floor space) capacity 
Redevelopment on business zoned land which includes centres, mixed use, general and industrial 
zones (see Appendix J: Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan business zones (CfGS zones) and 
assumptions) is a measure of the additional capacity that could be made available from further 
development and intensification of currently developed areas, including existing occupied sites as well 
as vacant and vacant potential land as identified in the business land portion of the study.   

Note that business redevelopment figures relating to the CDB have been rolled over from the 2012 
study. This is due to the limited change between legacy plan rules and the PAUP rules (and in 
consideration of the complexity of the rules that do apply); this new three dimensions/dimensional (3D) 
approach has not been undertaken for the CBD area. However, a unique approach building on the 
methodology developed for all other business areas, and lessons from that process will be developed 
to account for the complex overlapping CBD development rules in due course. Considerable modelling 
has also already been undertaken for the CBD area via the City Centre Master Plan planning process, 
and is an area of particular specialist interest and existing monitoring (including by a number of 
commercial real estate firms) and strong market activity; we therefore have concentrated our limited 
resources and best efforts on better understanding the potential of rest of the business areas in the 
region as these are less understood. 

The business redevelopment component estimates the capacity for floor space of a business area or 
centre under a range of scenarios; contemporary, modified theoretical and maximum theoretical. This 
floor space area is subsequently apportioned to business or residential purposes (and further 
converted to employees and dwellings), all of which are variable depending on the scenario, and 
business area type.  

In contrast to the 2012 study which used an ‘area average’ approach to calculation of maximum plan 
enabled floor space, this study has been able to accurately model maximum plan enabled floor space, 
by storey, at the individual parcel geography (rather than at the considerably larger business area 
geography).  This new modelling approach uses a combination of PAUP business zone building 
constraints including; yards, height in relation to boundary, upper level setbacks, height limits and 
volcanic viewshafts, to derive building envelopes. Within these envelopes, maximum tower dimension 
and building coverage (or maximum impervious surface) rules are applied to calculated maximum floor 
space at each level to derive maximum enabled floor space within the enabled building envelope, on 
each parcel. 

From this calculated maximum floor space, lesser scenarios are developed (using the ‘traditional’ area 
average approach) to reflect different uptake or strategic scenarios.  

As result of this new approach, we have been able to develop the capability to show in 3D the building 
envelope within which a complying building could exist, but not necessarily be able to fully occupy. 
This is achieved by assuming a flat plane for ground level and iteratively extruding each storeys 
calculated maximum envelope by the assumed storey height. Thus the 3D outputs are an interesting 
and hopefully useful advance in illustrating the process, by which we have calculated capacity, but 
they are not really suitable for wider public consultation or illustrating building design parameters 
because they do not reflect a possible built form, nor are they topographically aware.   

In parallel to our business modelling process, Auckland Council’s Geospatial department undertook a 
more design based and desired outcome focussed 3D modelling project which included a with a time 
bound, idealised 'uptake' component for public engagement on the Unitary Plan (see 
http://unitaryplan.shapeauckland.co.nz/video/ to view some of the results).  That project was 
undertaken using specialised 3D modelling software CityEngine. Some cross checking between the 
outputs of both Capacity for Growth Study 2013 and the CityEngine models has been undertaken and 
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we find them to be consistent, albeit that the Capacity for Growth Study maximum theoretical 
modelling outputs illustrate 100 per cent build out rather than a design led uptake scenario, showing 
only a proportion of existing sites redeveloped with new buildings not all of which are to the maximum. 
The contemporary and modified theoretical outcomes are a closer representation of these CityEngine 
scenarios but only numerically. That is, the CityEngine building scenarios are within or equal to the 
maximum theoretical envelope suggesting both processes have interpreted the plan in a similar way 
and created very similar outputs using quite independent processes. 

This aspect of the study uses variable assumptions to derive floor space.  This is then converted, using 
variable assumptions, into capacity for employees and dwellings. Outputs reported in the results report 
are always less than the theoretical maximum calculated from zoning parameters for business areas 
and centres because the reporting the plan based  maximum potential assessment can be read as 
assuming all possible floor space will all be developed.  

The 3D based maximum theoretical potential analysis is ultimately used in our report only as a 
maximum upper floor space limitation for the much more restrained ‘modified theoretical’ reported 
outcomes. This is the only aspect in our reporting where an attempt is made to ‘pre-filter’ the raw 
findings of the study, essentially because the maximum theoretical floor space is so enormous, that is 
must be moderated to be useful. 

This issue should not be confused with a suggestion that there is an overprovision of potential for floor 
space, and that reductions can therefore be made. The nature of redevelopment economics requires a 
significant 'oversupply' to enable the small proportion of sites that can realistically be redeveloped 
within an existing business area to be developed significantly higher than the existing development to 
accommodate projected growth. No existing brownfields location can feasibly be anticipated that all 
sites will be rebuilt to the maximum allowable development parameters within our lifetimes. 

A series of assumptions is used to derive the various business redevelopment scenarios based on 
inputs which are customisable for each individual business area, but in practice have been mainly 
applied across business area typologies.  The maximum theoretical scenario is driven by the plan 
parameters controlling business building size and shape, directly converted from the 3D modelling. 
Assumptions are made on how this resulting floor space may be used. The contemporary scenario is 
automatically generated under which existing vacant and vacant potential land is developed to the 
same characteristics (floor area ratio, residential split, dwelling size and floor area per employee) as 
the existing development on currently occupied sites. This scenario is considered to be a 'business as 
usual' outcome and may not reflect strategic intentions, future public or private investment, or market 
realities.  The modified theoretical scenario is typically higher uptake than the contemporary, and 
always less than the maximum, and driven by strategic intentions. 

The methodology undertaken to calculate business redevelopment capacity was initially developed as 
part of the 2006 iteration of the study.  Portions of the methodology have been updated and improved 
as part of the 2012 study.  Improvements at the 2012 study included the purchase of existing floor 
space data by rates assessment area (RAA), collected as part of the new region wide property 
valuation process.  Further improvements in this study have been made to expand on this new data, 
and make use of improved processing capability available via FME. However the major reason for 
improvement in resolution of the maximum theoretical assessment is the ability to utilise a single 
relatively consistent set of business land development parameters for the whole region as outlined in 
the PAUP, where previously developing modelling for all of the centres under the very variable legacy 
planning documents has been impracticable, and for some locations not possible (see Capacity for 
Growth Study 2012 (Fredrickson and Balderston, 2013a) for further discussions). 

Business redevelopment capacity is measured so that we are able to determine the level at which 
business areas and centres around the region are able to accommodate further growth, through 
redevelopment.  The ability for the centres in particular to accommodate future residential growth (the 
accommodation of increased population through the addition of higher-density dwellings) was 
identified as a key outcome of the Regional Growth Strategy (Auckland Regional Growth Forum, 
1999); as such a consistent Auckland-wide methodology was developed for the 2006 Capacity for 
Growth Study.  The Auckland Plan (published in March 2012) continued with this view, stating the 
need for “greater intensification in both existing and new urban areas” (Auckland Council, 2012a). It 
goes on to note “metropolitan centres such as Takapuna and Manukau, will accommodate a large 
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proportion of the city’s future residential, retail and employment growth” (Auckland Council, 2012a). As 
such measuring business redevelopment capacity is seen as a vitally important from a residential 
growth perspective.  These areas are also key employment areas, as are non-centre business areas, 
and this modelling enables consideration of the appropriate balance and mix between these uses, in 
combination with the land study. 

Other than the maximum theoretical scenario which is calculated on a parcel by parcel basis, business 
redevelopment capacity is calculated across an entire business area and therefore the reported 
capacity for business areas only exists at this larger geography.  The business redevelopment 
measure that is reported is based on the modified theoretical scenario (as per all previous studies 
since 2006), which in contrast to residential and rural capacity reporting includes an assumption 
around 'uptake', and is calculated at the business area scale.  There are several reasons that this is 
done: 

 Business activities are not as limited by parcel boundaries to the extent that residential 
development is.   

 Figure 37 below shows an example of three parcels in a business area that have a single 
building across all of them 

 Maximum theoretical business development potential is an enormous figure, that is 
important to calculate, but of limited utility to understanding future development, and is 
considered highly unlikely to occur 

 Buildings in business areas can and do about each other, often over multiple levels 

 Given the long term nature of the scenarios, and the high level nature of the assumptions 
that drive them, uncertainly about exact development locations and typologies, and 
averaged approach is considered reasonable, given it allows for a wide range of on the 
ground' outcomes to 'fit' within the floor space generated. 
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Figure 37: Example of cross-parcel business activity 

 

9.2 Defining business areas and business area types 
Business areas are a geographic outline used to group parcels together for analysis in a consistent 
way, used only within the Capacity for Growth Study for organising parcels for modelling purposes (i.e. 
they do not infer any particular planning treatment or strategic intentions). 

This is an evolution off the approach taken in previous studies, where these groupings were termed 
“significant business areas’ in the 2006 study, and business areas in the 2012 study. Despite the 
dropping of the ‘significant’ term, not all business zoned parcels are within a business area extent, but 
these are generally limited to isolated business parcels (corner shops and other spot zonings) or 
parcels that may be of a business type zoning or use that are located in special areas or structure 
plans.  

Note that the business land assessment (used to identify vacant and vacant potential land) captures a 
larger set of parcels, as it assesses all business ‘CfGS_zoned’ parcels (not just those in a business 
area) as well as parcels within identifiably business dominated special areas (Appendix J: Proposed 
Auckland Unitary Plan business zones (CfGS zones) and assumptions and Appendix L: Proposed 
Auckland Unitary Plan special zones (CfGS zones) and assumptions identify). 

The business areas used for this component of the study are based on (but are not strictly defined by) 
the base zoning outlined by the PAUP. In total 378 individually identified business areas and centres 
were demarcated (an increase from the 251 assessed as part of the 2012 study, and the 137 
assessed as part of the 2006 study).  The increase in the number of business areas and centres is due 
to the further spatial subdivision of formerly contiguous areas by new PAUP zones, as well as the 
expansion of business zoning in some locations.  The geographic limits of these business areas are 
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defined by PAUP business zoning34, with areas names used to differentiate amongst contiguous 
locations in some instances usually separated by roads or other features, or other previously used 
area definitions or spatial boundaries.   

Business area names are based on technical work undertaken as research towards the writing of The 
Auckland Plan (Auckland Council, 2012c) with centre names coming from Map 10.1 'Auckland's 
Network of Urban Centres and Business Areas (Urban Core)' and Table 10.1 'Urban Centres 
Hierarchy - Classification' (Auckland Council, 2012a) of The Auckland Plan. 

A list of the business areas and centres analysed as part of this component of the study can be found 
in Appendix J: Business areas and centres with classifications, with maps of the maps indicating their 
location and extent can be found in Appendix P: Business areas and centres with classifications 
including scenario assumptions. 

The business areas have been categorised into a number of types or categories with various disparate 
base data is allocated to each business area based on category and/or spatial location. This includes 
data aggregated up to the business area from the parcel scale, and data that have been largely 
manually allocated to the business area from coarser datasets including employment data from 
meshblock or other census geographies. 

The business area typologies are variously used for a range of purposes within the Capacity for 
Growth Study model including, but not limited to: 

 The application of default redevelopment assumptions and business redevelopment 
assessment, area data and reporting (business area type attribute) or area specific 
assumptions (business area name attribute) 

 Business parcel general location naming or generalised use (business area name and type 
attribute) 

 Business land vacant potential standard deviation assessment grouping (model type 
attribute) 

9.3 Business redevelopment (floor space) capacity measures 
The capacity values output from the business redevelopment component of the study are listed in 
Table 21, accompanied by a brief description of what the measure is, and how it is calculated.  Note 
that these business redevelopment (floor space) measures relate to the volumetric building potential of 
parcels/business areas taking account of the existing building volume.  

Table 21: Measures of business redevelopment capacity 

Business 
redevelopment 
capacity 
measure 

Definition of capacity type Calculation 

Total floor space 
(FS Total) 

Total amount of floor space (square meters) 
possible in a business area or centre 
calculated using floor space calculations 
under various scenarios. 

From geo-spatial modelling and/or 
redevelopment calculations spreadsheet 

Residential floor 
space 
(FS Residential) 

Amount of residential floor space (square 
meters) in a business area or centre. (See 
also total and business floor space). 

FSResidential = 
FSTotal  ×  Residential Allocation Factor 

34 As the proposed PAUP business zoning is used to define the extent of ‘centres’ in this study, it needs to be noted that these 
are not the same as centres defined for other purposes. In The Auckland Plan a centre is generally conceived as both the 
business zoned area (which we have used) and a supporting (usually) residential periphery, which will fall into one of our other 
capacity categories, such as residential, often within a 800 or 1000 metre radius of centre point, depending on the centre's 
classification. 
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Business 
redevelopment 
capacity 
measure 

Definition of capacity type Calculation 

Business (non-
residential) floor 
space 
(FS Business) 
 

Amount of business (non-residential) floor 
space (square meters) in a business area 
or centre. (See also total and residential 
floor space). 

FSBusiness = FSTotal − FSResidential 

Estimated 
employees 
(Empl) 

Estimated number of employees likely to be 
accommodated in a centre or business 
area, based on the amount of business 
(non-residential) floor space divided by a 
floor area per employee ratio. 

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙 =
FSBusiness

FS per Empl 

Estimated 
dwellings 
(DU) 

Estimated number of dwellings likely to be 
accommodated in a centre or business 
area, based on the amount of residential 
floor space divided by a floor area per 
dwelling ratio. 

𝐷𝑈 =
FSResidential

FS per DU  

 

The business land capacity measures relate to the reporting of land area, potentially available for more 
buildings taking account of the land already covered by buildings. 

9.4 Business redevelopment (floor space) scenarios 
The PAUP study developed three business redevelopment scenarios; a ‘contemporary’ scenario, a 
‘modified theoretical’ scenario and a ‘maximum theoretical’ scenario, the descriptions of which are 
detailed in Table 22. A ‘current’ state based on existing data sets is also developed through the 
collation of base data, which is primarily used to derive the net increase for reporting. 

The application of uptake scenarios is a slightly different approach to that taken in residential and rural 
capacity components, in that an implicit ‘uptake’ assessment is applied to the total floor space 
calculated. For all other types of capacity, no uptake assessment has been made. This exception is 
mainly because the maximum theoretical floor space is so large as to be more or less meaningless for 
monitoring or planning purposes, so a moderated (and much reduced) amount is required to be 
created. 

Note that these uptake assumptions are applied globally either to the business area type (i.e. all 
metropolitan centres, or all heavy industrial areas) by default, but are over writable by assumptions  to 
apply to an individual business area as a whole, but not to individual parcels within the area or 
typology group. The ability to undertake individual parcel scale scenarios is limited mainly by the 
difficultly of calculating employment counts below meshblock scale, which are key drivers of existing 
floor space use and ratios and several aspects of the resultant scenarios.  

The conceptual approach does allow for refinement of this business area wide approach to recalculate 
likely floor space supply based on parcel scale redevelopment likelihood parameters, should these be 
developed in the future.  A summary of the conceptual factors reflected in the scenarios are outlined in 
Table 22 and Table 23.  The conceptual differences between scenarios are illustrated in Figure 38, 
Figure 39, and Figure 40. 
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Table 22: Business redevelopment scenarios 

Scenario name Details of scenario 

Contemporary 

Effectively a 'business as usual' scenario.  
Calculates the development potential of a business area, where only the vacant and 
vacant potential land identified in the business area is developed, based on the 
current FAR, residential allocation, dwelling size and employee space characteristics 
of currently occupied sites in the business area.  
Note vacant potential parcels are both currently occupied and further developed, 
meaning that the current average FAR of existing occupied sites is not equal to the 
FAR post-development. 
Note that this iteration of the study varies from previous contemporary scenarios 
which previously used only current FAR and the other drivers were from the input 
assumption used in the other two scenarios.  
This change was made to better reflect the intention of the scenario to provide an 
indication of what would happen if new development on vacant and vacant potential 
land reflects what is in the business area already. 

Modified theoretical 

A ‘reasonable’, yet aspirational scenario, generating results that are between the 
lower contemporary (BAU) and the maximum limits of growth (as set by the PAUP - 
this is the maximum theoretical see detail below) allowed under PAUP rules. 
The assumptions selected were guided by a combination of the design intent of the 
zones, the 2041 planning horizon, case studies of contemporary development, The 
Auckland Plan strategic directions and future expectations for these areas, and were 
developed collaboratively between the study team and the Unitary Plan Business 
team. 
The scenario largely reflects a teleological or deterministic view of the PAUP, in that 
it is primarily intended to be used as a reasonable reflection of what the plan intends 
to occur, and is a supply based outcome rather than a demand driven forecast. 
However, due the limits set on supply by the contemporary and maximum, any 
demand driven forecast would also be expected in most circumstances to fall within 
this range. 
The scenario is driven by a spreadsheet based model and is easily amended to 
reflect new information or uptake assumptions should this be required. 

Maximum theoretical 

Theoretical maximum development potential of a business area, as permitted under 
the PAUP.  
This is calculated using a new 3D methodology first developed for the DAUP and 
extensively refined and modified for the PAUP. A combination of storey heights, 
storey (height)  limits, Height in relation to boundary controls, yard setbacks, upper 
level setbacks, podium area maximums and building coverage limits are considered 
in order to calculate, on a per floor per parcel basis, maximum parcel floor space.  
The process also enables the generation of 3D building envelopes (the actual mass 
of the building is usually required to be less than the envelope, but the actual location 
of a future building must be somewhere inside the envelope) for visual investigation 
purposes as well as more traditional two-dimensional spatial data. 
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Table 23: Key conceptual factors reflected in business redevelopment scenarios 

Scenario 
name 

Factors reflected in scenario 

Plan enabled? Strategic intentions? Market realities? Possible 
Timeframe? 

Contemporary Yes, a proportion of Business as usual. Location dependent Short to medium term, 
location dependent 

Modified 
theoretical Yes, a proportion of Yes, aspirational yet  

realistic Location dependent Medium to long term, 
location dependent 

Maximum 
theoretical Yes, 100% of No, unrealistic 

No, largely unrealistic 
for 100% of capacity 
to be realised. 

Very long term to 
never, but location 
dependent 

 

Figure 38: Illustrative diagram of the three business redevelopment scenarios for an example 
business area 

 

A conceptual example of the difference between the maximum theoretical (permitted under the district 
plan rules) and the modified theoretical scenarios is demonstrated below in Figure 39 and Figure 40. 
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Figure 39: Example of developable volume and floor space under a maximum theoretical 
scenario 

 

Figure 40: Example of developable building volume and floor space under a modified 
theoretical scenario 

 

 

The ‘modified theoretical’ scenario results have been reported as 'capacity' as part of the PAUP study 
results.  Results of the other two scenarios (contemporary and maximum) are available by request.  
This is consistent with the approach taken in the reporting of the 2006 and 2012 study.  Only the 
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modified theoretical scenario is reported is that it provides the most rational and strategic intent 
reflecting view of longer term development potential in business areas, while still reflecting key 
strategic intentions. 

Further work on investigations of how to address market realities with respect to the achievement of 
these strategic intentions will be ongoing and is the task of the entire council, working with the private 
sector as outlined in The Auckland Plan. 

9.5 Business redevelopment (floor space) capacity calculation methodology 
This section outlines the steps taken to calculate the business redevelopment potential, and then 
determine the business redevelopment capacity for each of the businesses areas used as the 
assessment geography. 

Inputs and data sourced to undertake the business redevelopment component can be found in the 
following sections and the business related appendices. 

In summary the methodology is as follows:  

 Maximum theoretical scenario building development opportunities are calculated in '3D' for 
each permitted storey for each parcel using a combination of building limitations from the 
PAUP to create a maximum permitted building envelope, within which the maximum 
calculated floor space must exist 

 All other scenarios (current state, contemporary and modified theoretical), including the 
conversion of maximum theoretical floor space to dwellings and employment, are calculated 
at the business area geography (being an aggregate of parcels) using a spreadsheet 
developed for the purpose, and are always less than the maximum theoretical (and therefore 
plan enabled). 

Key differences between the capacity ‘modelling’ and creation of scenarios are outlined in Table 24 
below. 

Table 24: Business redevelopment capacity – difference between approaches 

Aspect of approaches Maximum theoretical scenario All other scenarios 

Maximum geographic 
resolution of outputs Parcel Business area*  

Maximum geographic 
resolution of 
constraints/assumptions  

Parcel Business area* 

Directly spatial? Yes, calculated in 3D on actual parcel 
geography 

Non-spatial; business areas* calculated 
mathematically in spreadsheet as 
business area* average 

Reported as capacity? No, but useful maximum upper limit for 
other scenarios Modified theoretical reported as capacity 

Measure of plan 
enabled? Yes Yes, is within limits, but less than plan 

enables 

Takes account of non-
plan factors? 

No, strictly plan based measurement of 
impact of building bulk and location rules 

Yes, at business area* scale implicit in 
assumptions applied (but not explicit as 
to what they are) to create more feasible 
or strategic intent reflecting outcomes. 

* Business areas are used as the geography in the iteration reported, but smaller or otherwise different geographies could be 
used if the assumptions and input data can be generated at these different scales. 

The 2012 study utilised a methodology initially developed under the 2006 study, where the Auckland 
Region Council had calculated, from a combination of discussions with legacy council planners and 
some limited 3D modelling, the maximum plan enabled floor area ratio (FAR) for each business area 
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around the region. This FAR was used to calculate, on the basis of zoned parcel area, a maximum 
amount of floor space per business area (𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 × 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐹𝐴𝑅).  
This approach was used due to the very high variability in the planning approaches to business area 
development and the rules controlling it found across the region under legacy plans. The one 
consistent feature being that they could all be 'boiled down' to a maximum FAR value which then drove 
the next stage of modelling.  The enormous floor space potential generated from this approach led to 
the creation of a further 'sub-plan capacity' value, modified theoretical, to report as floor space capacity 
being ‘realistically’ available, an approach repeated in this study. 

This traditional method is maintained in this study for the calculation of reported capacity, but for this 
study, a new approach to calculation of maximum theoretical capacity has been developed. The 
PAUP's relatively consistent approach to development rules for all business areas enables an accurate 
parcel scale approach that is able to account for the site specific constraints imposed by various bulk 
and location limitations to create a parcel scale maximum floor space potential value.  These potential 
floor space values can then be aggregated (from parcel) to any chosen geography required, in the 
case of this report ‘business area’ is the chosen geography. 

However the long standing issue of ‘realistic feasibility’ remains, as the resulting maximum floor space 
potential is enormous, and while it allows the calculation of a very accurate measure of plan enabled 
floor space capacity, it is of limited utility in a reporting sense. Therefore generalised assumptions 
about 'uptake' are made at the business area scale (reported in the results as ‘capacity’ from the 
modified theoretical scenario, very similar to the previous report methodologies. 

The value of undertaking a parcel based model is however high, as while we can be almost certain 
that not every building in a business area will be developed to this maximum limit, we cannot say with 
as much certainty that any particular site or building will not be (re)developed, especially if our time 
horizon gets longer.   

Thus for the regional scale, short term horizon, total maximum theoretical floor space is no more than 
a curiosity. However, at the parcel scale it can be utilised to illustrate what the maximum permitted rule 
parameters looks like on a site, which is of importance to the concerned or interested neighbour, 
current owner/prospective purchaser, or local-area-planner.  

The model can also be used to illustrate what the effect would be (on maximum permitted 
development), across a business area, or indeed the region if changes were made to the proposed 
rules. This is the key ‘future’ purpose of the model developed for the study going forward for almost all 
rules in the PAUP.  The approach also has application to more nuanced views on uptake - for 
example, if maximum development changes by, say, 10 per cent, the ‘uptake’ based assessment could 
be expected to change by a similar proportion, depending on the approach used, as the number of 
total enabled opportunities for (re)development decrease. 

The sections below relate to further description, explanation and commentary on these two 
approaches.  
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9.5.1 Maximum theoretical scenario: plan enabled 3D floor space calculations 
The modelling process to generate the capacity for floor space on a parcel is illustrated below in Figure 
41 below. 

Figure 41: Diagram of business redevelopment floor space assessment 

 

 

9.5.1.1 Key parameters for volumetric business redevelopment modelling 
The key difference in modelling business areas as compared to suburban infill development is the 
lowered importance of 'land area' as being the key or only driver of development capacity. The third 
dimension, height plays a significant role, effectively allowing that land to be used more than once as it 
can be 'used' again at each subsequent level.  While land area is clearly still a very important driver, 
particularly of the economic factors driving the development decision making process whether to 
undertake development and utilise the plan enabled capacity (or not), the primary driver of floor space 
capacity, is the ability to ‘go up’.  

The role of height limits, especially in more intensive locations, like centres, and to a lesser degree 
other business areas, which are by their nature are spatially constrained by surrounding residential 
development and total zoned area available relative to residential zoning, going up means 
consideration of volume, and the calculation of volume requires both width (x) and depth (y), but also 
the third dimension - height (z).   While height is less important for land extensive uses, such as are 
anticipated in industrial zones, volume (for high study warehousing and storage, or ancillary office uses 
for example) does still play an important, though potentially less important than land area in terms of 
utility for expected uses. 

Buildings in business areas are rarely able to be constructed with 100 per cent site coverage at every 
level to the maximum height for a range of practical, as well as plan related reasons. Under the PAUP, 
variable height overlays, height in relation to boundary requirements, yards setbacks, upper level 
setbacks, maximum tower dimensions, volcanic viewshafts and other constraints must all be 
considered, which all vary across the region and by parcel.  

BUSINESS
(Building Count centric modelling)

Max Floor Space 
Assessment

Floor Space 
Assessment

Total storey area
(Ziggurat Models)

FME 
Geoprocessing

Parcel Yield 
(hectares)

Generate Ziggurats

parcel area min (x)

tower area max (x)

tower site area max (x)

Building
Envelope
Constraints
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The series of images in Table 25 below outline the maximum theoretical 3D parcel modelling process 
followed in a conceptual way, with more detail on the actual process and mechanisms used outlined in 
the sections following. 

Table 25: Conceptual basis of volumetric business redevelopment capacity modelling 

Description/step Image 

Preparation Step 1:  
Organisation of base zones and 
parcel data 
 
Example business zone area and 
surrounding zones that will influence 
the business zones development 
potential in relation to them.  
 

 

Preparation Step 2:  
Spatial creation of various 
building constraining rules and 
inter zone/parcel relationships 
required to apply rules 
 
The neighbouring surrounding 
zones impact on the receiving 
business zones (via setbacks, 
recession planes, upper level road 
setbacks etc.) which must be 
modelled. In this image we can see 
that all existing development is not 
impacted by these provisions, 
perhaps indicating potential for 
redevelopment. 
Dealing with these overlapping 
interfaces is the key to the 
modelling approach taken.  
The consideration of these aspects 
is outlined in the steps below. 

 

Modelling Step 1: 
Extrude business parcels to 
maximum parcel storey height*.  
* This is calculated per parcel from the zone 
height limits +/- Additional Height Overlay if 
any. 
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Description/step Image 

Modelling Step 2: 
Calculated and apply setbacks, 
recession planes, upper level road 
setbacks etc. based on relationship 
with sensitive zones and 
boundaries. 
Remove those storeys and parts of 
storeys within encroaching 
affectations. 
(Each affectation type is converted 
to a spatial overlay that exists at 
each storey level, these overlays 
are used to clip the extruded storeys 
from Step 1) at the ceiling level. 
  

Modelling Step 3: 
As above, but with affectation 
overlaps removed revealing the 
'permitted building envelope', within 
which floor space can exist.  
This is the visual 3D output.  
Calculations are then done 
mathematically to calculate 
maximum storey footplates within 
(less than or equal to) this envelope 
after accounting for maximum tower 
dimension or site coverage limits 
(applied as a maximum percentage 
of site area that the area of the 
calculated envelope may be greater 
than). 

 

Modelling Step 4: 
Calculate difference in maximum 
calculated floor space potential from 
Step 3 and any existing 
development. 
(this net difference equals capacity 
for additional floor space). 
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Description/step Image 

Modelling Step 5: 
Calculate various scenario(s) 
(contemporary scenario example 
shown). 
(Note: undertaken in spreadsheet 
rather than in 3D as illustrated) 
Application of uptake assumptions 
or filtering of sites based on various 
economic or locational criteria can 
be undertaken to refine the total 
maximum theoretical into a more 
‘feasible’ view of what is considered 
more likely to occur. 
 
In this example, each site is developed to an 
average FAR based on an input assumption, 
and this business area has limited reported 
capacity under the illustrated scenario. 
Compare with the maximum theoretical as 
illustrated in Step 3. In this example, floor 
space difference suggests only the central site 
offers the most probable opportunity for 
additional floor space. Other information may 
indicate that it is however a recently 
constructed local retail centre, and the saw-
tooth warehouse has a much more likely 
economic change of redevelopment due to its 
low improvement value, but is unlikely to result 
in increases in net floor space. This requires 
consideration of ‘non-plan’ related information 
but highlights the potential utility of this 
modelling to these types of analyses. 

 

 

The following sections expand on the processing undertaken in the steps above with a view for 
outlining the process, such that:  

 Outputs and limitations can be better understood 

 The ability for the model to be varied to reflect potential future changes to the planning rules 
is outlined 

 Others could potentially use this approach for their own modelling purposes and/or to 
improve on the methodology, or use of the outputs for further analysis and refinement. 

9.5.1.2 Conversion of plan constraints for calculation in volumetric business redevelopment capacity 
The key change that has enabled innovation in the approach to business modelling has been the 
ability to use the PAUP as a single planning basis, which provides consistently framed business 
development rules across the region, rather than a custom approach for each territorial authority 
jurisdiction. This has allowed us to concentrate on ‘applying the rules’ as they exist, rather than 
collecting them from the multitude of variously framed planning documents and translating them into a 
regionally consistent and workable, but much simplified simulation of their original intent. 

While the rules are now conceptually consistent in their approach to business building development, 
they do overlap spatially in their effects in many cases (e.g. HIRB and upper level setbacks both 
preclude development in the same above ground space) and require not only the consideration of the 
zoning of the business site in question, also that of the more sensitive zones surrounding the business 
area, and do not have to be directly adjacent to have an impact on a business parcel's development 
potential (particularly for HIRB controls) 

The approach that has been developed to deal with these complex and interacting constraints is 
relatively simple in concept, and which we have termed variously 'ziggurats',  'layer cakes', or 'jelly 
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moulds' as the spatial arrangement of these constraining features once mapped by storey in 3D are 
somewhat analogous to these real world objects, as illustrated in Figure 42. 

Figure 42: The Ziggurat, a West Sacramento office building, designed to resemble an ancient 
Mesopotamian temple form (Griffin5, 2007) 

 

 

We have converted the constraints into polygons that operate at each storey, given that our primary 
output is not a visual representation of a compliant building, but calculation of the potential floor space 
within a building.  This significantly reduces the calculations required and simultaneously reduces the 
amount of data the model must carry forward at each step as the data is actually two-dimensional (2D) 
in nature (storeys) and able to be viewed, queried and processed in standard GIS software. The data 
is a series of stacked 2D storey polygons with an attribute representing story values (for ordering and 
height, and storey height for extrusion) and area, but also representative and reflective of 3D space 
and constraints and able to be viewed and queried in more advanced 3D software using the stored 
attributes on the 2D feature.   

While relatively simple in concept, in practice it has proved complex to translate and set up the whole 
plan for input, particularly set up in a way that allows easy variation to these rules. However, once the 
source and destination relationships have been established, and the various source and destination 
'ziggurats' ‘jelly moulds’ or 'layer cakes' generation processes created, the actual geographic 
processing is essentially one of simple 2D polygon clipping, but at each storey individually.   

These 2D polygons can then be extruded into 3D space based on their storey number and known 
storey height for visual representation and review, which has been very useful as a quality assurance 
(QA) and review process (do the results of the modelling ‘look right’). The 3D representation is a 
maximum building envelope (not actual buildings) on an assumed flat plane (rather than being contour 
accurate) means that the visual utility of the 3D outputs is limited to comparisons between output 
scenarios at the business area type scale, or for illustrative purposes, rather than investigating more 
detailed inter-parcel effects or localised visual impacts for which other more ground-level accurate and 
location specific modelling would be recommended.  
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The business parcels are all cloned to a number of stories (we used 18 as a limit for this modelling 
exercise), reflecting the maximum number of levels enabled in the plan35. Where the plan does enable 
greater than 18 storeys (such as locations like Takapuna (Metropolitan Centre)) we have assumed all 
storeys above level 18 are the same as storey 18, and this floor space data is contained within level 19 
and above output attribute; for example: 

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦𝑠 19+ 
= (𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 18 
×  𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 18) 

This approach may have the effect of slightly overstating maximum floor space potential of the few 
locations where 19 storeys or greater are permitted. The constraints that apply from sensitive zones 
expands outwards from that sensitive zone, based on the rules applying, and impacts on the receiver 
business zone as a function of distance and the particular constraint.  For example:  

 Height in relation to boundary rule creates 'inverted ziggurats' (similar in form to ancient 
temples, but upside down, with the top/base being the size of the sensitive zone) that 
expand progressively outwards from the sensitive zone as the storey count increases, the 
rate of expansion being a function of the angle and starting height of the recession plane, 
and easily represented as a mathematical function converted to storeys. 

 Yard rule creates 'great walls' impacting on all levels above ground (as function of horizontal 
distance from the boundary with a sensitive zone or feature),  

 Upper level setbacks are ‘floating walls’ that 'hover' the zone specified number of storeys 
above ground, only impacting on storeys above the setbacks starting storey, (again a 
function of distance, but from roads, and only above a certain height).   

 Height limits are 'clouds' or ‘suspended ceilings’ that impact on all levels above the storey 
height limit.   

An alternative concept for understanding the approach used is to consider all the constraints when 
combined as 'jelly moulds' that create a negative space, within which compliant building envelopes (the 
jelly) can then fill.   

The key to the approaches workability is that all constraints are not treated as a value that operates in 
meters, but in all cases converted to 'storeys'. The limitation to this approach is that the topography for 
strong practicable reasons is assumed to be a perfectly flat plane, which may result in modelled 
building envelopes that are either over- or under-constrained depending on the actual topographical 
relationship between sensitive features and receiving zones. Topographically accurate calculations are 
well beyond the scope of most general and region wide investigations outside of site specific pre-
design investigations, but users should keep this limitation in mind, particularly at less aggregate 
scales. 

The sections below outline in additional detail the methodology used to create the constraint features. 

9.5.1.3 Business building constraint: building height 
The PAUP states that height in storeys be calculated (“for the purposes of compliance with the storey 
limit rule”) on the basis that the first level is 4.5 metres and subsequent stories are 4.0 metres, on a 
floor to floor basis (Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 4.2.3). The relationship between height in metres 
and storeys in Table 26, adapted from the PAUP is consistent with this 'calculation of height for 
purposes of rule compliance' methodology. However, in Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 4.8 outlines 
the minimum floor to floor height can be between 4.5, 4.0 or 3.6 metres depending on the storey level, 
and stated use. For developments where residential use is proposed a minimum floor to ceiling height 
(or 'stud height') of 2.55 metres is specified, but not a floor to floor minimum.  Based on submissions 
received via the DAUP feedback phase (and submissions to the PUAP) and industry commentary, we 
understand these floor to floor limits to be considered relatively generous, and that from a practical 
point of view the lower 3.6 metres limit is considered the most feasible. 

35 This is not strictly true, as there are a couple of locations where storeys are not limited by the plan (e.g. Takapuna). In these 
locations we have calculated buildings to not exceed 18 levels (i.e. assumed a 18 level storey limit applies).  
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Taking these factors into account, the practical control on physical building height will not be height as 
measured against the limit in meters above ground level (as few if any buildings are likely to have 4.5 
metres storey heights at ground level and 4.0 metres for each after, other than nominally for the 
purposes of height calculation), but actual storeys within the building, and therefore the limits of the 
rule measured in storeys is the one that is most likely to apply in practice. This assessment has 
assisted the storey-centric modelling approach taken. 

For the purposes of creating constraints for floor space modelling, at each storey level, we have 
assumed all storeys have a 3.6 metres floor to floor storey height (being the stated rule minimum other 
than on specific frontages, and only for a specified depth from specified street frontages, which are 
ignored for our purposes), because it is simpler to use an average, and a storey is a storey irrespective 
of its actual height, and it is therefore a reasonable assumption. This ‘storey height’ is also a 
changeable parameter with the model that can be varied if required. 

As all development in our modelling is assumed to occur on a flat plane for the purpose of regional 
floor space modelling, in situations where site specific detail or accuracy is of importance, or where 
slope or level differences are significant, or fine scales where minor variations are discernable, the 
results of this work may not be of sufficient accuracy – however at coarser scales these overs and 
unders tend to balance themselves out (i.e. the lack of topographical detail is considered to be a self-
compensating error). 

Maximum height and additional height overlays, including volcanic viewshafts 
Maximum height is controlled by rule 4.2 (Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3; and Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, 
Rule 5.1 for industrial zones) which is summarised in Table 26 below. 

Table 26: Business zone height limits rules 

Zone Building height (metres) Building height (storeys) 

Metropolitan* 72.5 18 

Town* Refer additional height overlay 

Local 16.5 4 

Neighbourhood 12.5 3 

Mixed Use* 16.5 4 

General Business 16.5 4 

Business Park 20.5 5 

Light Industry 20 5** 

Heavy Industry 20 5** 

* Additional Height Controls Overlay and any relevant precincts may also vary parcel heights from the values in 
this table. 
** Converted from height outline din Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 5.1 using formula; building height storeys = 
rounddown(building height meters/3.6) 

Each parcel receives a building height in meters (‘zone height’) and building height in storeys (‘zone 
storeys’) value from the Business_Assess_LUT (Table 56) reflecting the values in the table above 
based on the parcels ‘CfGS_Zone’. 

A single spatial overlay (‘height overlays’) has been created from the additional building height overlay 
and some other height limits specific overlays, again where rule height (in metres) is first converted to 
storeys using the formula: 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 �
𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (m)
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (m)

� 

The volcanic viewshaft polygon layer, which is provided as a contour based raster file (colour of raster 
cell symbolises the height in metres of the viewshaft ceiling above ground level) has also been 
converted to a polygon, and then simplified into a height in storeys using the formula: 
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𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 �
𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (m)

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (m)
� 

Business parcels are then spatially queried against both the converted height limits and volcanic 
viewshaft layers (using a parcel centroid point on height polygon) to update the ‘zone storey’ value with 
the lowest of the two height influencing overlays ‘storey max’ values 

Figure 43 below shows an extract of a business area (Newmarket) showing the interesting, but also 
highly complex interplay of the two non-zone based overlay height layers, the additional height overlay 
(maximum storeys shown in black) and the volcanic viewshaft (max storeys shown in red), both also 
using the same colour gradient to indicate the extent of the story limits.  This map also illustrates why a 
single parcel centroid height value for the whole parcel is used rather than attempting to model the 
upper floors to match the variable height which may exist across the parcel. 
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Figure 43: Interplay of height overlay and volcanic viewshafts in Newmarket 
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9.5.1.4 Business Building Constraint: Yards 
Yard requirements relate to the physical setbacks of a structure on a parcel by a set horizontal 
distance from the boundary or another feature. Rules 4.15 (Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3) and 5.4 (Part 
3, Chapter I, Section 3) outline the provisions for setbacks from various other zone groups or features; 
these are summarised in Table 27 below. Other rules in the plan set out requirements for the provision 
of esplanade reserves of a minimum distance of 20 metres from rivers and lakes. This layer was 
created for residential modelling purposes and repurposed and incorporated into the business 
setbacks to supersede (where it exists) the 10 metre riparian margins yard, which applies from lower 
order streams and water features.  In combination the ‘yards’ features used in the modelling therefore 
incorporates not just business zone yards but also the other general rules from throughout the PAUP 
which act ‘like yards’. Table 27 summarises the setbacks applied in the model as a combination of 
these rules paraphrased from the PAUP. 

Table 27: Business zone yard rules as modelled 

Affected 
destination 
zone(s)/Groups 

Setbacks (metres) from source zone(s)/groups 

Open space and 
residential zones 

Riparian margin 
(streams) 

Esplanade 
setback (lakes 

and rivers) 
Road 

Centres (all zones) 
Mixed Use 
General Business 

3 10 20 N/A (0) 

Business Park 3 10 20 N/A (0) 

Light Industry 
Heavy Industry 

5 10 20 3 

 

Table 28 below outlines how the destination and source zones or features have been aggregated into 
groups for yard processing: 

Table 28: Business yard rule zone groups as used in Table 26 

Zone list from rule Text: Actual zones/features participating 

Centres 
Mixed Use 
General Business 

City Centre 
Metropolitan Centre 
Town Centre 
Local Centre 
Neighbourhood Centre 
Mixed Use 
General Business 

Business Park Business Park 

Light Industry 
Heavy Industry 

Light Industry 
Heavy Industry 

Riparian margin (10 metres) Streams 

Riparian margin (esplanade from lakes and rivers 
(20 metres)) Lakes and rivers 

Road Roads 

Open Space 
Residential Zones 

Public Open Space (all zones) 
Residential (all zones) 
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Yard source features are grouped as per Table 28 and externally buffered by the appropriate distance 
as per Table 27. These 'yard source' buffer features are them overlaid with the appropriate 'yard 
destination' zone groups, and where the two intersect, this intersecting area creates the yard feature. 
This allows for accurate representation of ‘yards’ impacting only those portions of the destination site 
that are within the specified distance of the feature in question, as they do not all act as internal buffers 
from boundaries like residential yards traditionally do.  All yard features are then merged into a single 
spatial coverage for modelling where the maximum storey is equal to zero.  In practice in the model, 
the yard feature clips all parcel extrusion storeys from storey zero (ground floor) to the ‘storey max’ 
limit, where the yard feature exists. The yard exclusion can be considered as a solid wall existing from 
ground level to maximum height within which no floor space can exist.  Where the yard setback exists, 
no floor space above ground level (‘storey count’ equals zero) can exist, and therefore modelled floor 
space within the yard is equal to zero square metres.  

Illustrated in Figure 44 is an example of how the variable setbacks created within and between zones, 
the black areas represent the actual yard setback, the width of the area representing the depth of the 
setback required.  In this example the difference between Light Industry (five metres) and Local and 
Neighbourhood Centre zones (three metres) is discernable, with the Light Industry zone also being 
impacted by a 10 metres stream setback running though the zone (rather than from the boundary of 
another site).   
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Figure 44: Business yards overlay example 

 

 

9.5.1.5 Business Building Constraint: Height in relation to boundary 
Height in relation to boundary (HIRB) rules relate to requirements to limit building height as an 
increasing function of distance from more sensitive receiving environments. Sites (parcels) further from 
sensitive environments generally have a greater potential for taller buildings than land closer to 
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sensitive environments.  Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 4.3 and Rule 5.2 outline the requirements 
for business zones HIRB, these rules as utilised in this study are summarised into Table 29 below, 
containing:  

 Destination or receiving zone (the zones that the HIRB ‘effects’); 

 Source or sensitive zones (the sensitive zones from which HIRB are applied); 

 Boundary height (height above the sensitive zone boundary at which the recession plane  
commences), and  

 Boundary angle, (the angle at which the HIRB recession plane applies at boundary height, 
relative to horizontal).    

The conversion of the rules into modellable parameters is relatively complex and requires a number of 
steps, which are outlined below. 

Table 29: Business zone height in relation to boundary rules 

Destination or receiving 
zone Source or sensitive zone Boundary height 

(metres) 

Boundary Ө 
(degrees from 

horizontal) 

Centre (all zones)* 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

Single House 
Mixed Housing Suburban 

2.5 45 

Centre (all zones)* 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

Mixed Housing Urban 3.0 45 

Centre (all zones)* 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

Terraced House and Apartment 
Building 8.0 60 

Metro Centre 
Town Centre 

Mixed Use 
General Business 

8.0 60 

Metro Centre  

Public Open Space northern 
boundaries** 8.5 45 

Public Open Space all other 
boundaries 16.5 45 

Town Centre 
Mixed Use 

Public Open Space 8.5 45 

Local Centre 
General Business 

Public Open Space 2.5 45 

Light Industry 
Heavy Industry 

Residential zones 
Public Open Space 

8.0 16 

* Applies only 30 metres from source zone against Metro Centre zone 
** Applies 16.5 metres ×45 degrees rule to all boundaries as not practicable to do single northern boundary 

These rules were then further summarised and grouped into their source and destination ‘zone groups’ 
as per Table 30 below, with the rules applying as per Table 29 to the now aggregated source and 
destination groups. 
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Table 30: Business HIRB ZoneGroups 

Item Destination or 
receiving zone list 

Destination zone group 
data layer 

Source or Sensitive 
zone list 

Source zone group 
data layer 

1 

All Centre zones 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

1_Business_ex_Ind 
Single House 
Mixed Housing 
Suburban 

A_SH_MHS 

2 

All Centre zones 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

1_Business_ex_Ind Mixed Housing Urban B_MHU 

3 

All Centre zones 
Mixed Use 
General Business 
Business Park 

1_Business_ex_Ind Terraced House and 
Apartment Building C_THAB 

4 
Metro Centre 
Town Centre 

2_MC_TC 
Mixed Use 
General Business 

D_MU_BG 

5 Metro Centre  3_MC Public Open Space E_POS 

6 
Town Centre 
Mixed Use 

4_TC_MU Public Open Space E_POS 

7 
Local Centre 
General Business 

5_LC_GB Public Open Space E_POS 

8 
Light Industry 
Heavy Industry 

6_Industry All residential zones 
Public Open Space F_POS_Residential 

 

These source and destination zone groups from Table 30 and the rules associated with them from 
Table 29 were then further processed to transform the boundary height and boundary angle into a 
series of values that are able to be used to calculate impacts on the individual storey polygons as 
shown in Table 31, rather than pure Cartesian space. Figure 45 shows the visual keys to the variables 
listed in Table 31 which control the final modellable outputs contained within Table 32. 
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Figure 45: Converting HIRB rules to modellable parameters 

 

Note that in calculating storey setbacks, and as illustrated in Figure 45, the HIRB is assumed to 'cut off' 
the floor space polygon where the ceiling of that storey intersects the HIRB recession plane, rather 
than the floor, this being a more 'realistic' representation of typical multilevel development responses to 
HIRB controls (effectively it is unlikely that a development will create a building that has outwardly 
sloping walls to match the HIRB plane, and even if it does, floor space that is not below a ‘ceiling’ (floor 
space under the sloping wall) is not particularly useable or reasonably necessary to account for. 

The values shown in Figure 45 above are converted to variables using the relationships shown in 
Table 31 below. 

Table 31: Height in relation to boundary variables, description and calculations 

HIRB variable name Description Source or formula 

Destination zone data Zone that HIRB affects 
Table 30: Business HIRB ZoneGroups 

Source zone data Zone that HIRB emanates 
from  

Boundary height (h) 
Height vertically above 
ground boundary Ө 
commences Table 29: Business zone height in relation to 

boundary rules 
Boundary Ө (Ө) 

Angle in degrees from 
horizontal at which 
recession plane protrudes 

storey_height Floor to floor height of all 
storeys  

3.6 metres   
Global modelling assumption (see  

storey_count_unaffected 

Count of storeys on the 
destination site that are not 
impacted at all by HIRB 
recession plane 

= 𝑅𝑂𝑈𝑁𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁(
𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦  ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ) 
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HIRB variable name Description Source or formula 

buffer_interval_start 

The setback from the 
boundary applying to the 
first storey 
(storey_count_unaffected 
plus one) that is affected by 
HIRB 

=
��𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 � − 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑�

tan(𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝜃 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠)  

buffer_interval 

The setback for each and 
every subsequent storey 
from the one below, for 
every story above the first 
storey affected. (all levels 
greater than or equal to 
storey_count_unaffected 
plus two) 

=
 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

tan(𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝜃 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠) 

storey_max_Zig 
The upper limit of number of 
storey polygons required to 
be created and processed 

18 storeys - global modelling assumption based on 
PAUP Storeys (if any) above storey_max_Zig are 
assumed to be shaped like storey_max_Zig and are 
included in the attribute _area_storey_19+ 

 

Once these conversions have been undertaken, these can be used as attributes to drive the 
calculation of HIRB effect on various storeys in the spatial modelling.  The parameters used in the 
modelling to create the HIRB ‘ziggurats’ (shown as pale green features in Figure 45) are outlined in 
Table 32 below. Variation of the input parameters or zone groups will influence the ziggurat resulting. 

Table 32: HIRB to ‘ziggurat’ conversions for HIRB constraint creation 

Zone Group Relationships Rule Parameters Converted HIRB Constraint Ziggurat 
parameters 
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1 1_Business_ex_Ind A_SH_MHS 2.5 45 2.5 45 3.6 0 0.694 3.6 18 

2 1_Business_ex_Ind B_MHU 3.0 45 3.0 45 3.6 0 0.833 3.6 18 

3 1_Business_ex_Ind C_THAB 8.0 60 8.0 60 3.6 2 0.128 2.1 18 

4 2_MC_TC D_MU_BG 8.0 60 8.0 60 3.6 2 0.128 2.1 18 
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Zone Group Relationships Rule Parameters Converted HIRB Constraint Ziggurat 
parameters 
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5 3_MC E_POS 16.5 45 16.5 45 3.6 4 0.583 3.6 18 

6 4_TC_MU E_POS 8.5 45 8.5 45 3.6 2 0.361 3.6 18 

7 5_LC_GB E_POS 2.5 45 2.5 45 3.6 0 0.694 3.6 18 

8 6_Industry 
F_POS_ 
Residential 

8.0 16 8.0 16 3.6 2 0.775 12.6 18 

 

To create the HIRB affectations, a series of 'inverted ziggurats' are created from the HIRB source zone 
groups for each of the eight HIRB rules outlined in Table 32.  Manual clipping of the source ziggurat is 
undertaken to limit the horizontal extent of all HIRB into Metropolitan Centres from certain source 
zones to 30 metres as noted in the rules, prior to the constraint being run against the parcels.  These 
are then overlaid on the matching destination group storey extrusions and used as ‘clipper features’ on 
the matching destination polygon (clippee) using ‘storey count’ to match storeys to the correct level 
between source ‘ziggurat’  and destination parcel clones.  For locations where there are multiple HIRB 
features (the parcel is within HIRB control of multiple sensitive zone groups) the most restrictive is 
automatically utilised, irrespective of the order of processing as the clipping process iteratively 'eats' 
the destination polygons. If a more restrictive HIRB is applied first, there is nothing for a less restrictive 
HIRB to 'eat', and if less restrictive is applied first, and then the more restrictive applied, the more 
restrictive will simply clip a bit more off.   

Post modelling quality assurance data checks were undertaken, with Figure 46 being an example from 
this work.  This figure shows how the particular spatial arrangement and combination of source zones 
around a destination zone creates variations in HIRB setbacks, confirming that the process is working 
as anticipated, creating patterns of affect depending on the spatial arrangements and combination of 
source and destination zones.  Note for this example the difference in HIRB pattern (green represents 
are lower stories though to red for higher stories) from the sensitive Public Open Space zone (light 
green) on two different receiving zones, Light Industry (solid purple) and General Business (striped 
purple). This difference is a function of the Height and angle imposed.  Irrespective of the PAUP 
reasons for the significant variance in HIRB impact from this single sensitive zone to the different 
effects of similar buildings on different receiver zones, the ability to show the resulting impact in this 
way allows these issues to be identified spatially and therefore be explored further. 
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Figure 46: HIRB rule test example 
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9.5.1.6 Business building constraint: upper level setbacks 
This group of constraints apply in particular business zones where the general height rule enables 
developments above six stories, being the Metropolitan Centre, Town Centre and Mixed Use zones. 
Rule 4.5.4 (Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3) (Maximum Town Dimension and Building Separation) also 
applies to those parts of any building over six storeys (including those that may be proposed in zones 
where the height limit is less than six stories. We have not modelled this non-complying type of 
development scenario).  Note there are no equivalent rules for the industrial zones (as these zones are 
height limited to 20 metres (or less than six storeys) and streetscape and general amenity concerns 
are less important in those zones, given their intended function).  

We have combined the two provisions together as they are functionally the same in terms of a building 
constraint, creating a combined ‘upper level setbacks’ layer.   

These provisions as summarised and utilised in the PAUP modelling are outlined in Table 33 below. 

Table 33: Upper level setback rules 

Zone 
Road frontage (Rule 4.4) All other parcel boundaries (Rule 4.5.4) 

storey_count_unaffected 
(stories above ground level) 

Road_frontage_Buffer 
(metre setback) 

Storey_count_unaffected 
(stories above ground level) 

Internal_Parcel_buffer 
(metre setback) 

Metropolitan 
Centre 6 6 6 6 

Town Centre 4 6 6 6 

Mixed Use 4 6 6 6 

 

In essence, the upper level setbacks act as a yard, but only above the stated storey (‘storey count 
unaffected’).  Of the two types of upper level setbacks (ULSB), only the road frontage setback was 
created as a spatial overlay for clipping purposes, it being a function of the relationship between a 
parcel and the road which are relatively fixed.  This was created by buffering the CRS Road casings by 
six metres (‘road frontage buffer’), clipping it to the three zones stated and applying the ‘storey count 
unaffected’ value based on the zone.  

Internal parcel boundary buffers (all other parcel boundaries) are handled internal to the model, given 
that it is working at the parcel level, it was more efficient to do so rather than run a spatial clipping 
process across every parcel in each of the three zones, above level six.  This ‘all other parcel 
boundaries’ setback was also incorporated into the variables used for the maximum tower dimensions 
calculations discussed below.   

The variation between ‘storey count unaffected’ for the road frontage ULSB in the example location of 
Newmarket is illustrated in Figure 47 below.  

Note - the Metropolitan Centre zoning extends across legal road parcels in the block south of the 
corner of Remuera and Broadway, (the thick black six level storey count unaffected area) however this 
has no practical effect in the modelling as there are no zoned land parcels that are able to be extruded 
there in any case.  

Note also that only the road related ULSB is illustrated, and therefore is not shown where the zone 
boundary is more than the required distance from a road. 
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Figure 47: Upper level setback test 
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9.5.1.7 Business building constraint: Maximum tower dimensions 
These provisions, as outlined in Rule 4.5 (maximum tower dimension and tower separation; Part 3, 
Chapter 1, Section 3), relates to those portions of buildings above six levels in the Metropolitan Centre, 
Town Centre and Mixed Use zones.  The rule requires that the maximum plan dimension of any part of 
a building above level six to be no greater than 50 metres.  In addition it must also comply with the 
setbacks laid out in Part 3, Chapter 1, Section 3, Rule 4.4 and as such must be six metres from any 
side or rear boundary (i.e. within the ULSB described in the section above).   

Assuming a four sided parallelogram would be the typical shape for such towers36, we calculate that 
the maximum area of the floor plate within a tower above would be no greater than approximately 1250 
square metres, and would require a podium (or parcel area) of no less than approximately 2242 
square metres to achieve (assuming six metre setback on all sides in accordance with the Upper level 
setbacks that also apply). This can be achieved on a (minimum) 47 metres by 47 metres 
parcel/podium where the tower is (maximum) 35 metres by 35 metres. 

Variations in parcel dimensions create variations in the maximum area possible, due to the variation in 
the interdependent relationship between long and short sides and the fixed maximum diagonal, as 
illustrated in Figure 48. 

Figure 48: Tower to podium area dimension relationship (at a six metres setback and 50 metre 
maximum diagonal) 

 

The potential for tower shapes other than four sided parallelograms will also vary the maximum 
diagonal to tower (and podium) area relationships.  For the purposes of calculating plan enabled 
potential floor space above level six, we have assumed that all towers will be 'maximised' and are 
square. This is a reasonable and practicable approach to the a-spatial iteration problem this rule 
presents, which is only an issue on parcels over the 2242 square metres minimum podium area where 
six level buildings are enabled, for which a problem and solution is described below. 

36 Other shapes are of course possible - a circular shape would provide the greatest floor area (π.25²=1962.5 m²) but requires a 
proportionally larger podium to achieve and results in a relatively expensive construction process, and creates an inefficient 
internal layout, so these alternatives were not considered further, but the calculated figures are indicative of floor space for these 
reasons.. 
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The tower dimension rule is rather ambiguous about whether only a single tower is permitted on each 
site, or multiple towers are permitted and they must be separated from each other as if they were on 
separate parcels.  After discussions with the Unitary Plan team, and in consideration of the large 
number of potentially sub-dividable large parcels in areas where greater than six storey buildings are 
possible (allowing creation of numerous smaller parcels, each with a tower after subdivision but not 
before), it was determined that the best approach to calculating maximum plan enabled floor space 
above storey six would be the latter, where the rule is interpreted as allowing multiple towers per site 
(where the site is are large enough), with each tower separated as if they were on separate parcels.   

This issue is slightly complicated by the fact that the six metre setbacks to the boundaries have 
already been removed from the starting floor space envelope, with only the 'inter-tower' separations to 
be accounted for, as illustrated in Figure 49 below. 

Figure 49: Maximum tower dimension calculations on larger parcels 

 

As the tower maximum dimension rule does not specify where on a site the tower(s) must be located 
(other than being inside any required setbacks), only that these towers may not be larger than 
specified. On this basis it was determined that the modelling of towers should be done mathematically 
rather than spatially, in a similar manner to the way we have dealt with building coverage limits (but 
without the ease of calculation enabled by a percentage value).   

This means that the 3D/2D clipped parcels would be clipped to the setbacks, but not clipped to allow 
for inter-tower separation, thereby becoming an envelope, rather than a floor, and requiring the 
calculation of a floor space area yield figure for each floor which may be different from the total area of 
the spatial feature. 

After much consideration, it was determined that floor space yield (within the envelope) would be 
calculated as: 

1. For storey six and below: 

2. As the tower separation rule has no effect on level six and below, the floor space envelope 
area is the smaller of either the floor space envelope area, or maximum building coverage 
limitation: 

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =  𝑀𝐼𝑁(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) 

3. For storey seven and above: 

Levels 1 to 6 
inclusive 

6 metre setback 
above level 6 

Full 1250 m² 
tower 

Separation 
between towers, 
which is removed 

in calculations 

Partial tower 
< 1250 m² 

  
 Floor space yield 
 
 Floor space envelope 

50 m 
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IF 1250 square metres is the maximum area of a tower with a diagonal dimension of 50 
metres,  

AND when there is a six metre setback on at least two sides (which has already been 
considered in terms of the floor space envelope) and the towers must be separated by 12m 
from each other (6m to ‘boundary’ for each tower)  

AND we assume (for calculation of floor space yield) that tower(s) will occupy the 'corners' 
of storeys with floor space envelopes that are large enough to accommodate more than 
one tower in order to maximise development potential37,  

THEN 1710.26 square metres is the maximum level seven plus floor space envelope area 
required to before the envelope could accommodate more than one tower of 1250 square 
metres,  

4. Based on the arrangement illustrated below in Figure 50 and described in the conditions 
above.  

5. Essentially a further 460m2 of building envelope is required in addition to the 1250m2 
tower to allow for an additional compliant tower to exist. 

 

Figure 50: Inter Tower Separation Offset Calculation (Not to scale) 

 

 

6. This logic is then modified slightly to allow for the situations where the floor space envelope 
is not equal to 1710.26 square metres (i.e. most of them) as follows: 

IF Floor space Envelope ≤ 1250 m²  
  THEN Floor space Yield = Floor space envelope. 
ELSEIF Floor space Envelope > 1250 m² AND ≤ 1710.26 m²  
 THEN Floor space Yield = 1250 m² 
ELSE Floor space Envelope > 1710.26 m²  
 THEN Floor space Yield = (Floor space envelope / 1710.26) × 1250 

37 A crosscheck with the building coverage impact as mentioned for storey six and below was not developed as no buildings 
greater than six levels are possible in zones where a building coverage limit applies. 
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The latter calculation effectively allows for the envelope to be divided into the number of  towers with 
their own six metre separation allowed for (1710 square metres) , then multiplied by the maximum 
allowable floor area of each tower (1250 square metres) to obtain the maximum floor space allowed on 
each level above level six.  As this calculation provides for sub-1250 square metre towers to exist (they 
are allowed to be smaller than this, just not larger) arguably there is a point at which the nth tower could 
be so small as to be economically unviable and therefore unlikely. There are a number of potential 
responses to this issue: 

 At this (as yet unknown) viability point the floor space values are negligible, but this is 
balanced by other assumptions and limitations of the approach (e.g. non-square towers) 

 Potential nth tower floor space could be amalgamated into the nth-1 tower as a consenting 
matter (i.e. tower dimension greater than 50 metres) 

 At this point the floor space values are negligible and the effect on overall yield figures are 
negligible (i.e. within margin of error/floor space values are indicative) 

Adjustments could be made to allow for this, but these matters are, in our view, best left to site specific 
analysis however users of the data should keep this factor in mind. 

9.5.1.8 Business building constraint: building coverage 
There are no specific rules in the Business Zones that relate to Building Coverage as a stated rule. 
However there are a number of rules which effectively limit the building coverage of buildings in the 
business zones, and this constraint groups these rules together to ensure floor space is not over-
reported. The effects of some of these rules are already ‘covered’ by the consideration of other 
requirements (e.g. Yards) but some are not.  

In zones where yards apply, building floor space (and therefore coverage) is restricted to the area not 
within the yard, so will be somewhat less than 100 per cent site coverage in these cases, but additional 
calculations are not required; these rules are summarised in Table 34. 

Table 34: Building coverage rule proxies 

Zone Rule Effective building coverage limit 

Business Park 
 

Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 
4.17 
“at least 20% of the site must be 
landscaped” 80% 
Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 
4.18 
“maximum impervious area 80%” 

General Business  
Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 
4.18 
“maximum impervious area 80%” 

80% 

Light Industrial  
Heavy Industrial 

Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 
5.3 
“maximum impervious area 80%” 

80% 

Part 3, Chapter I, Section 3, Rule 
5.3 
“Maximum impervious area in 
riparian margins 10%” 

Actual floor space in riparian margins is 0% 
due to effect of riparian yard, so this is not 
recalculated. 
All floor space is impervious, as it must be 
within a building, which is not allowed in the 
riparian yard. Non-building impervious area is 
not the subject of this study. 

  

The impervious surface rule states, for example, that the maximum impervious area is 80 per cent of a 
site, with a limit on impervious area of 10 per cent within any riparian yard.  While not all impervious 
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areas are buildings, all buildings (floor space) are impervious areas, therefore the maximum building 
coverage is effectively less than or equal to the impervious surface rule, in this case 80 per cent of the 
site area.   

The same approach applies to landscape area minimums – by definition buildings are not landscaping, 
so any area required for landscape may not be buildings, and may not be floor space. Some rules 
(4.17) only require landscape where there is not a building or access point – this does  

As riparian yards are already excluded from containing any buildings (floor space equals zero) by the 
yard modelling (see sub-section above), any impervious surface that may potentially exist in that 
location (the yard setback) will not be modelled as additional floor space. No accounting is therefore 
made of the variation between riparian yard imperviousness and non-riparian yard imperviousness for 
building coverage purposes. Other yards will also have the effect of reducing potential floor space to 
less than 100 per cent coverage, but there is no imperviousness requirement.  Like maximum tower 
separation, the impervious surface rule, or building coverage rules do not specify or suggest where the 
building must be located, only that of the entire site area, up to a maximum of 80 per cent, can be 
impervious (or buildings). 

For the purpose of modelling, the issue is dealt with by checking that the ground level building 
envelope area (all levels above ground level are less than or equal to the area of the ground floor), 
after removal of any other spatial floor space constraints from yards and HIRB and so on, is less than 
or equal to 80 per cent of the site area. If the ground level floor space is greater than 80 per cent then 
the floor space yield is calculated at 80 per cent of the site area, otherwise the calculated floor space 
envelope figure is used. 

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =  𝑀𝐼𝑁(𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) 

Note that like the tower dimension rule, the 2D and 3D representations of the building floor space 
envelope is not visually altered, but is instead undertaken mathematically, as the constraint is a-spatial 
(i.e. it does not determine where something can occur, only how much of the identified space it can 
occupy).  The actual building cannot exist beyond the constraints of the envelope, but may only be less 
than or equal to the bulk indicated by the 2D/3D modelling. 

9.5.1.9 Final conversion: creation of parcel floor space  
Constraints modelled, as discussed in the sections above, are calculated on a 'by storey' basis.  We 
have maintained both a spatial representation (2D, as well as a 3D version) of each level.  For most 
analytical purposes a single parcel floor space total is considered sufficient.   

Section 9.6 illustrates that for calculation of reported capacity, the 3D building envelope modelling is 
effectively to provide an (accurate) upper limit for more abstracted or aggregated calculations.  The 
main benefit of undertaking calculation of maximum theoretical development potential is to know 
exactly what the maximum is, even if it is highly unlikely that all of this potential will be realised. 

It is important to note the way in which the 2D/3D floor space data could be perceived as potentially 
(mis)representing potential development opportunities. In particular it must be remembered that the 
maximum theoretical spatial data is the 'floor space envelope', not the 'floor space yield', with 
maximum tower dimensions and building coverage in particular not visualised, this is highlighted in 
Table 35.  These factors can make a significant difference to the actual form of development that is 
permitted to occur versus the apparent development that is visually. Accordingly the 2D and 3D 
business modelling should be considered as a representation of 'permissible building envelope' within 
which a building may exist, but not exceed, and often is not possible to occupy all space within it. 
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Table 35: Floor space constraints - visual vs. calculated 

Business Floor space 
Constraint 

Spatial 
affectation layer 

created or 
required for 
modelling 

Effect visible 
in/as 2D/3D 

representations? 

Effect accounted 
for in floor space 

total 

Effect accounted 
for in floor space 

yield 

Building height Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yards Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Height in relation to 
boundary Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Upper level setbacks Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Max tower dimensions No No No Yes 

Building coverage No No No Yes 
 

9.5.1.10 Potential utility of 3D building envelopes 
Despite the limitations outlined above, the 3D envelope is a useful tool because of its illustrative 
power.  However, because of the limitations care must be taken to not push analysis towards matters 
of high detail, or where contour accurate building representations, taking account of ground level 
changes, or building bulk or design at a parcel scale, are required.  Additionally they should not be 
considered as projections of a future business area - they are a representation of the maximum 
envelope within which buildings can exist in accordance with the plan rules modelled.  

The example below of Newmarket (looking south along Broadway) (Figure 51 and Figure 52), shows 
an example of how the data can (and has) been used.  These examples were created after a request 
was made to investigate whether the proposed blanket height limits for the Metropolitan Centre zone 
were appropriate for Newmarket Metropolitan Centre, after the publication of the DAUP.  What this 
visualisation illustrated was the potential conflict between the proposed 18 storey general limit applying 
to all Metropolitan Centre zoning, and the volcanic viewshaft to Mount Eden which effectively 
precludes that otherwise enabled 18 level developments in Metropolitan Centre zoned sites in 
Newmarket.  The images below illustrate the potential maximum floor space both without restrictions of 
the volcanic viewshaft (Figure 51 ) and with restrictions of the volcanic viewshaft (Figure 52), clearly 
illustrating the ‘cost’ of or conflict between the volcanic viewshaft on buildings the standard height limit 
otherwise enabled. 

We would note that provisions in the PAUP now includes a lower height limit overlay for the 
Newmarket Metropolitan Centre zone and also other surrounding zones to avoid this potential inter-
rule conflict. 
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Figure 51: Newmarket (DAUP) without volcanic viewshaft 

 
Figure 52: Newmarket (DAUP) with volcanic viewshaft 
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9.6 Conversion of business redevelopment floor space to dwellings and 
employees 
This section outlines the process for calculating the business redevelopment potential under the 
contemporary, modified theoretical and maximum scenarios shown conceptually in Figure 53 below.  
The diagram illustrates the steps taken in each scenario calculation, with the values used in each 
assumption diamond varying depending on the scenario.  The orange diamonds shown in Figure 53 
indicate the application of an assumption in a scenario.  

The default value of each assumption variable is outlined in: 

 Table 36: Business floor space assumptions, source and use by scenario 

 Table 37: Average FAR inputs for the modified theoretical scenario 

 Table 38: Business redevelopment residential allocation factors 

 Table 39: Business redevelopment residential dwelling average size, and 

 Table 40: Gross floor area per employee. 

Appendix P: Business areas and centres with classifications including scenario assumptions, identifies 
the individual location specific assumptions as they have been applied to each business area, which 
may vary from the defaults.  

Figure 53: Diagram of business redevelopment capacity calculation process for modified 
theoretical and contemporary scenarios 
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The tables below outline the primary default source of assumptions, all of which apply as an average 
across the land used in the scenario.  By default the assumptions apply to all business areas within the 
business area types (e.g. town centres), but these can be manually overwritten as required (e.g. 
market attractive town centres could have a higher build out assumption than emergent ones) to 
account for local issues and opportunities.  These assumptions were both developed and refined 
iteratively using a spreadsheet model with a dashboard of key metrics allowing a simple default 
assumption to be entered and overwritten by each area type for each scenario, and individual business 
areas to be individually adjusted if required.  Modified theoretical assumptions should be considered 
indicative only rather than a definitive view on what is likely to happen in each centre as it evolves 
between current and maximum. 
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Table 36: Business floor space assumptions, source and use by scenario 

Assumption variable Current Contemporary Modified theoretical Maximum theoretical 

Capacity Calculation 
methodology 

Sourced from existing situation parcel 
data 

Spreadsheet model based on current 
development typologies occurring on 
vacant and vacant potential land (if 
any) 

Spreadsheet model based on an 
average development typology 
occurring on a portion of the land in 
the business area 

PAUP based limits from 3D 
modelling, based on all land being 
redeveloped to the plan enabled 
limits 

Relationship to other 
scenarios 

Lower limit for all scenarios. i.e. no 
scenario can be < current, but they 
may be = current (i.e. no growth) 

Always ≥ current, how much > is 
dependent on the amount of vacant 
and potentially vacant land assessed 
as being available for additional 
development 

Always ≤ maximum theoretical, and ≥ 
current but not always > 
contemporary, depending on the 
assumed FAR and other inputs 

Upper plan enabled limit for 
scenarios 

Scenario reflects Existing situation Business as usual 

Anticipated yet aspirational plan 
enabled outcome (reflects The 
Auckland Plan vision as enabled by 
PAUP). 
Indicative outcome only. 

Generally unfeasible, 100% build out 
to plan limits. 
Significant capacity is required for 
modified to be realizable, given small 
percentage of uptake 

Total floor space 

Sum of latest known (July 2013) 
parcel floor space (source: 
PropertyIQ rates assessment data) 
summed by business area 

Vacant and vacant potential land 
developed to the average FAR of 
occupied sites business area 

An assumed FAR is developed for 
each business area type. This must 
be ≥ current and ≤ maximum. 
Manual override by individual 
business area also possible. 

All parcels redeveloped to PAUP 
limits. Data aggregated from 3D 
model outputs 

Residential floor space 
allocation 

Proportion of total floor space tagged 
with a residential  use (source: 
PropertyIQ rates assessment data, 
(July 2013)) summed by business 
area 

Use current residential floor space 
Allocation unless manual override 
used. 

Residential floor space allocation is 
developed for each business area 
type based on PAUP assumptions. 
Manual override by individual 
business area also possible. 

Use modified theoretical residential 
Floor space allocation unless 
business area specific manual 
override used. 

Average dwelling size 

Residential floor space total (source: 
PropertyIQ rates assessment data, 
(July 2013)) summed by business 
area  divided by count of dwellings in 
business area  

Use current average dwelling size 
unless manual override used. 

Average dwelling size is assumed for 
each business area type based on 
PAUP assumptions and previous 
work. 
Manual override by individual 
business area also possible 

Use modified theoretical scenario 
average dwelling size unless manual 
override used 
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Assumption variable Current Contemporary Modified theoretical Maximum theoretical 

Average floor space per 
employee 

Business floor space (source: 
PropertyIQ rates assessment data, 
(July 2013)) summed by business 
area, divided by the allocated 
employees from Business 
Demographics (Source, SNZ, 
February 2013) meshblock data 

Use current average floor space per 
employee unless manual override 
used. 

Dwelling size is developed for each 
business area type based on current 
unless PAUP assumptions for future 
of business area are sufficiently 
different. 
Manual override by individual 
business area also possible 

Use current average dwelling size 
unless manual override 
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9.6.1 Application of business area-wide assumptions and a note on their use 
The application of the assumptions at a broad business area scale while potentially missing local 
nuance, does mean that the inherent uncertainty of outcome from future redevelopment processes 
over a long timeframe can be accommodated within the assumed outcomes.   

All input assumptions should be considered in this way, as an 'average' acting as placeholders 
representing a wide range of potential outcomes on a given site, which all the sites collectively within a 
business area in aggregate could deliver in the future (rather than an assertion that every single site 
will be developed 'to the average'). The average is a mathematically useful means to create an 
aggregate total and should be considered as representing all the possible combinations that could 
factored to result in the utilised figure. That is the average is literally the sum of its parts, not a single 
outcome, though it is utilised in this way for its special mathematical properties.  

Readers and users of this information should therefore be careful to avoid the 'ecological fallacy' 
whereby a population is falsely assumed to be made up of a set of cloned individuals equal to the 
stated average, rather than a wide range of individuals each with widely different characteristics who 
have been 'averaged'. 

Conceptually illustrated in Figure 54 is the application of a model assumption (in this case, residential 
allocation factor) to a sub-maximum floor space uptake (also modelled as an area wide average) in an 
example business area.  While the diagram shows 'residential percentage' being distributed on each 
site 'equally', because the assumption is applied mathematically across the entire business area, as an 
average, this is not the only potential form in which the outcome could be achieved - one of the three 
sites could be 100 per cent residential with the other two all non-residential and the scenario would still 
be achieved, or any other potential combination (of which there are many), that sums to the resulting 
or input  'average'. 

Figure 54: Diagram of an example of residential allocation to a modified theoretical scenario 

 

 

9.6.2 Floor space Assumption: Floor area ratios (FAR) 
Each of the scenarios expresses a business area’s development potential as a floor area ratio (FAR). 
The FAR assumptions used can be found in Appendix P: Business areas and centres with 
classifications including scenario assumptions.   
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FAR is a representation of the relationship between the gross floor area of building(s) on a parcel and 
the land area of that parcel: 

𝐹𝐴𝑅 =
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

 

For example a FAR of 1.0 indicates a floor area exactly equal to that of the parcel area.  This floor area 
could be arranged on a site in any number ways.  Below Figure 55 illustrates how an FAR of 1.0 could 
be exhibited. 

Figure 55: Potential building forms where FAR is equal to one (FAR = 1) (image sourced from 
The City of Calgary, 2013) 

 

The key benefit of using FAR (from a modelling perspective, particularly where future scenarios are 
implicit) is that it does not predetermine the actual or definitive form of development that will occur, but 
does provide an indication of the style or format it is likely to take based on typical ratios found in 
existing development typologies, for example: 

 A FAR of less than 0.5 would typically indicate a single level typology,  

 FARs between 0.5 and 1.0 have increasingly higher propensity for at least some multi-level 
development.  

 A FAR of greater than 1.0 requires a multi-level structure to achieve it (as the floor area is 
greater than the land area).  

The actual application of these assumptions to real world development is site dependent (a large site 
with a tall building may have a low FAR, and a single level structure may extend across multiple 
parcels) but these issues are more than offset by the general usefulness of the concept as a cross 
check to the other inputs.  This concept is further illustrated in Figure 56 below. 
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Figure 56: Potential built forms where FAR is equal to 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 (image sourced from City 
of South San Francisco, 2011) 

 

The FAR assumptions for each of the scenarios are derived from different sources: 

 The FAR assumptions for the contemporary scenario are calculated based on the current 
average FAR of occupied sites across a business area, applied to identified non-occupied 
(vacant) land and potentially developable (vacant potential) portions of occupied land.  

 The FAR for the maximum theoretical scenario is a product of the calculations from the 
2D/3D modelling. It is the result of the modelled floor space generated from assessment 
against PAUP parameters compared to the site area of all parcels in the assessment 
geography, rather than an input directly.  

The current and maximum theoretical FARs assist in providing upper and lower ranges for 
the modified theoretical FAR, with future expectations being for somewhere between 1) 
more development than exists currently, but 2) not more than the plan enables (i.e. current is 
less than or equal to future, which is less than or equal to the maximum). 

 The FAR assumptions for the modified scenarios are based on the assumptions developed 
with the Unitary Plan teams, generally further modification of those used in the 2006 and 
2012 study to better reflect new PAUP zoning expectations and opportunities, and new 
knowledge and information around market interest and prioritisation of council interventions. 
However they remain relatively teleological - they show what is hoped for from a successful 
implementation of the plan enabled vision for the area, supported by a range of statutory and 
non-statutory actions and private investment, rather than what is necessarily or definitely 
going to happen38. 

In developing the spreadsheet dashboard we found that while FAR was a good cross-check enabling 
us to get a feel for the outcomes resulting from the key inputs, other modelling stakeholders from the 
Unitary Plan team were more comfortable using a 'percentage build out' factor applied on the 
maximum theoretical scenario which in turn generated floor space and an FAR to crosscheck.  This is 
because this 'percentage build-out' value related better to the conversations they had been having with 

38 This is a common critique of work of this type, but is a necessary framework to start from - if what is desired from policy 
interventions is not illustrated and used for further planning then what is desired is even less likely to happen as the alignment of 
councils various functions and planning processes, interventions, enabling and direct action is reliant on numerical 
representation to achieve this function. Alternative scenarios that, for example follow a strictly market based approach presume 
that the planning system has (or should have) no influence on future development patterns and are therefore equally blind but in 
the other direction. In reality, both scenarios should be created with the most likely outcome being somewhere between the two, 
depending on location. 
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politicians and communities though the development of the DAUP and ultimately the PAUP, and was 
also the factor used to determine the scenarios used in the CityEngine 3D visualisations39.  

While the spreadsheet calculations are still driven off the FAR, the percentage build out value 
determines the FAR for modified theoretical.  Table 37 below shows the current FAR, default 
percentage build out assumption and the calculated average resulting FAR (including manual 
overrides) under the modified theoretical assumption by business area type. 

Table 37: Average FAR inputs for the modified theoretical scenario 

Business area 
classification 

Current calculated FAR 
(all zoned land) 

Assumed Per cent build-
out of Maximum 

Theoretical 
(default input for 

modified theoretical 
scenario) 

Calculated average 
business area type 
FAR (for modified 

theoretical) 

Business Park 0.31 20% 0.78 

City Centre 1.73 85% 3.31 

General Business 0.32 16% 0.49 

Heavy Industry 0.26 9% 0.28 

Light Industry 0.34 13% 0.44 

Local Centre 0.39 25% 0.76 

Metropolitan Centre 0.53 19% 1.66 

Mixed Use 0.48 26% 0.87 

Neighbourhood Centre 0.49 34% 0.79 

Town Centre 0.48 27% 0.91 

 

As can be seen, the percentage build out assumptions (as a proportion of what is theoretically 
possible, as measured by the maximum theoretical scenario) are relatively low (with the exception of 
the City Centre) but all location types show a considerable increase in future average FAR over the 
current average FAR.  For the majority of locations, the FARs are also less than 1.0, which implies that 
the built form will be one story or less. This is not correct, as the floor space expected in these areas 
can be arranged in multiple ways and for FARs over 0.5 (especially at the large scale these relate to) 
reflect a propensity for multilevel. 

Total business floor space is also directly related to the FAR (Floor space =  Zoned Parcel Area x FAR), 
which for large areas quickly generates significant additional space, especially when considered 
against the current regional average FAR.  That does not mean the assumptions taken collectively are 
necessarily unreasonable, or too pessimistic, but illustrate the difference between what is theoretically 
possible, what is reasonable and what is currently in place are very considerably different.  This in turn 
suggests that the considerable change in business areas as is anticipated and sought by the plan but 
may not necessarily come easily. 

9.6.3 Floor space assumption: residential floor space allocation factor 
The residential floor space allocation is the proportion of total floor space in each scenario that is 
assumed to be used for residential purposes.  The assumptions used are based on the business area 
type (refer to Table 38 below) and have been based on discussions with the Unitary Plan teams, 
guided by the current split in representative business areas. These values are relatively arbitrary, as 
other than the industrial zones (where residential activity is non-complying – residential floor space is 
zero) and some centre zones (where certain road frontages the ground floor must be retail, or 

39 For more information on the CityEngine 3D visualisations, refer Auckland Council, 2013a, Auckland Council, 2013b) 
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residential floor space must be less than 100 per cent), the PAUP does not actually specify these 
ratios. 

These assumptions are variable across all three scenarios by individual business area (by using the 
manual override).  

Table 38: Business redevelopment residential allocation factors 

Business Area Classification Current calculated residential 
floor space split (% residential) 

Residential allocation factor 
(modified and maximum 

theoretical scenarios) 

Business Park 2.3% 1.0% 

City Centre 36.7% 40.0% 

General Business 0.0% 1.0% 

Heavy Industry 0.0% 0.0% 

Light Industry 7.5% 1.0% 

Local Centre 11.3% 60.0% 

Metropolitan Centre 2.1% 48.0% 

Mixed Use 27.2% 60.0% 

Neighbourhood Centre 16.1% 50.0% 

Town Centre 13.8% 50.0% 

 

The diagram below (Figure 57) shows conceptually how a residential allocation factor is applied to a 
modelled floor space.  Note that in actuality, the proportion is applied mathematically in a spreadsheet 
rather than spatially, see also comments above regarding application of averages.  The red area in 
Figure 57 indicates the portion of building floor space that is assumed to be used for residential activity 
across the whole business area; in this case an example three level development is assumed, of which 
one third (or 33 per cent, or one level of three) is presumed to be used for residential activity. 

Figure 57: Diagram of an example of residential allocation to a modified theoretical scenario  
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9.6.4 Floor space assumption: average dwelling size (gross floor area per dwelling) 
The average dwelling size assumption indicates the gross average amount of building floor space (in 
square metres) that is allocated to each potential dwelling in a business area. (See also discussion of 
gross floor space in 7.5.1.5 Gross apartment floor area (THAB) where the same concept is applied and 
explained in more detail).  This figure is used to convert the amount of residential allocated floor space 
calculated in square meters into capacity for dwellings. 

This assumption is applied based on the business area type (see Table 38), but allowance in the 
model has been given to allow the average dwelling size for each individual business area to be 
customised if so desired (refer to Appendix P: Business areas and centres with classifications 
including scenario assumptions for the assumption used for individual areas). This allows the ability to 
easily change assumptions for specific areas if requested, allowing possible scenario testing at a later 
date. 

Note that the average internal floor area of the apartments themselves will be less than these gross 
figures. 

Table 39: Business redevelopment residential dwelling average size 

Business area classification Current calculated average gross 
floor area per dwelling (m²) 

Default average gross floor area 
per dwelling (m2) 

(for modified and maximum 
scenarios) 

Business Park 40 100 

City Centre 99 76 

General Business 62 100 

Heavy Industry 249 100 

Light Industry 175 100 

Local Centre 112 100 

Metropolitan Centre 138 90 

Mixed Use 207 100 

Neighbourhood Centre 111 100 

Town Centre 296 100 

 

An average current dwelling gross floor area is calculated based on dividing the current floor space 
area classified as being used for residential purposes per business zoned parcel for each business 
area classification, divided by the known dwelling count for those same areas (both data sets are 
sourced from June 2013 Property IQ rates assessment data).  These current calculations are done for 
each business area individually; the above current values are averages of the individual business 
areas by type.  All data is initially sourced from PropertyIQ at RAA geography and converted to parcel 
before parcel are aggregated to business area and calculations are made. See Appendix E: Modelling 
rules for apportioning dwelling count from the rates assessment polygon to parcel polygon for more 
detail on this RAA to parcel data conversion process.  Once this stage of calculating business 
redevelopment potential has been completed, an area’s remaining development capacity is calculated 
by the subtraction of existing dwelling totals from the modelled totals. 

Results for business area dwelling capacity can be found in the Capacity for Growth Study 2013 
(Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan): Results technical report. 

9.6.5 Floor space assumption: average gross floor space per employee 
The average gross floor space per employee assumption indicates the average amount of building 
gross floor space (in square metres) that is allocated to each potential employee in a business area.  
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This allows conversion of the non-residential floor area calculated to be converted into a measure of 
potential employment capacity.  This assumption is calculated based on the existing employee 
numbers (sourced from 2013 Business Demographic data, supplied by Statistics New Zealand at 
meshblock geography, manually allocated to business areas) divided by current non-residential floor 
space (from June 2013 Property IQ rates assessment data) for an individual business area or centre.   

The assumption for each individual business area assessed can be found in Appendix P: Business 
areas and centres with classifications including scenario assumptions, and is summarised below in 
Table 40.  Note that in this iteration of the study it was decided that it was not possible to make an 
accurate determination about how non-residential floor space might be used in the future (in the time 
available, and given that the PAUP does not specify floor space use by ANZIC code), and that existing 
workspace ratios are considered as good a value as any for the conversion of the remaining business 
area floor space (after removing that portion allocated to residential) to an assumed potential number 
of employees. 

Clearly variation of the workspace ratio used would influence the number of employees anticipated 
from a business area, and more detailed assumptions about the exact future mix of activities in a given 
location may be able to be made and utilised in the future.   If that comes to pass, then the assumed 
workspace ratio from this new employment mix could also be recalculated.  

Table 40: Gross floor area per employee 

Business area classification Current calculated average gross 
floor area per employee (m²) 

Default average gross floor area 
per employee (m2) 

(modified and maximum 
scenarios) 

Business Park 13 13 

City Centre 34 34 

General Business 59 59 

Heavy Industry 91 91 

Light Industry 76 76 

Local Centre 39 39 

Metropolitan Centre 38 38 

Mixed Use 37 37 

Neighbourhood Centre 53 53 

Town Centre 45 45 

 

Once this stage of calculating business redevelopment potential has been completed, an area’s 
remaining development capacity is calculated by the subtraction of existing employment totals from the 
modelled totals. 

Results for business are employment capacity can be found in the Capacity for Growth Study 2013 
(Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan): Results technical report. 
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